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consultant on chemical warfare, was hired by Japanese
television after the gas attack. The name Olson keeps
coming up in odd places.

box
is CONTACT’s
[QUOTING, PART 41:]

41.

Before you dismiss Debra Von Trapp, you’d
BETTER listen to what she has to say.
She says: “The Japanese government, through
Matsushita and MCA Universal, provided the money
to a team of U.S federal employees, that were acting
by Calvin Burgin
outside the U.S. Government’s
authority,
that
contracted that bombing [the Oklahoma City federal
building
bombing]
on behalf of the’ Japanese
government.”
She says that Robert Goetzman
Above we saw that Dr. Beter talks about sarin gas, contracted the bombing, and Chip Berlet, a CIA and
developed in Colorado, escaping and killing 7,000 Jewish Mafia/ADL agent (real name, John Foster
sheep. Now, this quote from the
Dulles Berlet; Berlet is secretary of the National
March 26, 1995, A3, by P. H. Ferguson, Lawyer’s Guild Civil Liberties Committee-the
NLG
(quoting:)
was declared a Communist front organization by the
House Un-American Activities Committee) supervised
the cover-up. Berlet is a cover-up mouthpiece for the
people who did the bombing. Keep this in mind when
you hear the Media quoting Berlet as an “authority” on
Police drop kidnapping as cause for investigation
She offers some absolutely incredible
“patriots”.
of subway deaths,
OSAKA, Japaninformation, and when I first heard it I thought she was
Police officially
opened a murder investigation
going overboard.
But I found that some pretty “big
Sunday against a secretive cult suspected of releasing
guns” were brought in to discredit her.
TV
lethal nerve gas in the crowded Tokyo subway program misquoted her and spliced tapes together to
system....There was no immediate response from the give the wrong story, etc., which is dead-sure proof to
cult, and phone calls to its offices were not answered. me that what she said was at least partly true.
Cult leader Shoko Asahara said he and about 850 Goetzman was working with the Alabama Special Ops
followers are sick because of nerve gas attacks he team that bombed the plane carrying the Assistant
claimed were launched by the U.S. military. “I say this Secretary of the Army just before the Oklahoma City
because the substance (sarin) was detected from the air bombing. Debra worked with Goetzman. Debra says
after more than 10 U.S. military planes flew over,” he there was no Ryder truck in front of the Okla. federal
said in a videotaped statement. (End quoting)
building that day of the bombing. “Tim McVeigh had
Debra Von Trapp says that the telephones and TVs nothing to do with this operation.” She says she has
and computers at the White House were tapped by the firsthand information that there were three explosive
Japanese (she helped to arrange their installation),
devices in the building.
She has an audio tape
and when the White House found out, they retaliated
available for $17.00 from Debra Von Trapp, PO Box
by gassing Tokyo.
For more information, contact 208, Irvine, California 926S0.
someone who has her audiotapes, perhaps
The best way to tell her story is in her own words.
newspaper or Sherman Skolnick.
(April 10, This is a letter she sent to Whitewater investigator
1995, p. 4) had an article telling about Operation
Kenneth Starr, (quoting:)
Crisis Look in which more than a dozen Air Force
planes including giant C-14 1 Starlifter transports and January 3 1, 1996
KC-135 re-fueling tankers flew into Midland, Texas,
to train for this very type of gas assault. The Japanese Kenneth Starr, Esq.
then retaliated by bombing the Oklahoma City federal Independent Counsel
building, Von Trapp said. What she does not seem to By facsimile (202) S 14-8802
realize is that the Jewish Mafia was
me
man named Kyle Olson, a private-se&or
Dear Mr. Starr:

1996

I am contacting your office in regard to work that
I performed with certain federal intelligence employees,
supervised by federal intelligence employee Robert
Goetzman, beginning in 1991.
Robert Goetzman approached me in a private press
function in Atlanta in May of 1991. He introduced
himself by saying, “I’m Robert Goetzman. I’m from
the Executive Office of the President. [EOP]”
I am one of the leading technical analysts and
consultants in the computer industry. Prior to 1981, I
was a judge’s clerk for Orange County Superior Court.
Robert Goetzman has been identified to me, in
writing, by the State Department, as an FBI employee.
However, other federal contacts have identified him as
holding DOJ clearances for both the CIA and FBI.
During some of our activity, he carried business cards
reading MCA./Universal (Japanese-owned MCA, Inc.)
with his name on them as an employee.
MCA, inc. began calls and threats to me in July of
1994. It presently has one of its Directors in a rental
house across the street from my home of eighteen
years.
I specifically wish to inform you of our activity, on
behalf of the Embassy of Japan in Washington D.C.,
which began at the Lincoln Memorial during the preInaugural activities. We delivered $25,000.00 worth
of large screen televisions to the site, at Goetzman’s
direction, from Mitsubishi Electric and Toshiba. At
that time Toshiba was prohibited by federal court order
from trade with the U.S. Government.
I have
by other Washington sources
that Robert Goetzman reported to Ollie North at the
NSA during the Toshiba prosecution and is listed as
FBI personnel in that prosecution.
The delivery was met by Robert Goetzman and his
Goetzman
placed
subordinate
Peter Stanley.
transmitting surveillance devices behind screens of
three of the sets and escorted them into the VIP tent for
Mr. Clinton. The sets moved with Mr. Clinton to the
Capitol Center and returned to the original site. At the
conclusion of this activity, the sets were abandoned on
the sidewalk of the Lincoln Memorial.
The Inaugural Committee then trucked the sets to
the Washington Naval Shipyard, where they were
placed under military guard until the Committee, at its
own expense, trucked them on United Van Lines to
California and delivered them to my house. I have the
documents and phone records from these activities.
We then proceeded to fulfill all of the first
Executive Office purchase orders through front
companies operated by FBI and CIA personnel. Peter
Stanley sold Hillary her first purchase order, a
Macintosh computer. Robert Goetzman and I shopped,
publicly in meetings with computer industry executives,
with Hiroshi Suzuki from the Embassy of Japan, for
twenty motherboards
for the Executive
Office
computers. I fulfilled, along with Goetzman, the first
software purchase order from the Executive Office.
Robert Goetzman and another subordinate,
Jim
Cofield, represented that all of the equipment was
delivered with surveillance capability. We purchased
and caused to be installed WordPerfect 5.2 to ensure
that all document files that were surveilled could be
easily run through database analysis by the Embassy
personnel. At one point the Embassy had problems in
converting English to Japanese on its printer, prior to
At Goetzman’s request, I
transmitting to Tokyo.
arranged for Ambassador Kuriyama’s driver to pick up
a box with my name on it, which contained an
unreleased Kanji version of Microsoft Windows. This
program solved the printer problem.
Paul Steele, a federal employee who had been with
us at the White House during the Bush Administration,
became Director of Purchasing for the District of
Columbia when Mr. Clinton took offtce.
Robert
Goetzman, Paul Steele, Jim Cofield and I purchased,
delivered and placed surveillance equipment in DOC
[District of Columbia(?)]
offices, including the
Municipal
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arrangement through Paul Steele, for this activity by
their appropriation of the Xerox Copier repair budget.
The budget totalled SlO,OOO.OO,an amount that would
have triggered further scrutiny. They therefore paid
me a District of Columbia check for $9,975.00,
Robert Goetzman then removed 100 copies of
WordPerfect 5.1 from the Executive Office Building
and delivered them, along with a compromised master
copy of WordPerfect 5.2, to the Democratic National
Committee (DNC) to complete the surveillance effort.
I personally obtained and delivered, with Robert
Goetzman and Jim Cofield, close to $500,000.00 worth
of computer software to the Committee, in pricing
arrangements that otherwise violated GSA rules for
the vendors. In fact, the GSA stepped in to complain
and then suddenly, inexplicably, backed off.
When I went public in March of 1994, George
Stephanopoulos and the DNC counsel then proceeded
to engage in a cover-up. Janet Reno first opened an
investigation in July of 1994, and then her office
informed me by telephone that Paul Coffey, Chief of
the Organized Crime and Racketeering Section, had
ordered some 62 pages of my documents to be sent to
his office and destroyed. I then had two conversations
with Paul Coffey. He advised me that he had destroyed
the records, that they were not copied or forwarded
from the Secretariat’s (sic) office to the FBI, and that
he had instructed his staff to hang up on me if I called.
He told me that this information “would never see the
light of day” and that I should go back to Robert
Goetzman and try to get in his good graces.
The DNC then sent me two checks, in an apparent
effort to silence me. In total, the DNC paid me over
sso,ooo.oo.
Without his knowledge, I recorded a telephone
conversation with Jim Cofield, represented to me as
being a DIA employee reporting to Goetzman, in
which he stated that I would be killed if I talked about
the Embassy of Japan.
When I advised both Cofleld and Goetzman that I
had audiotaped them, Mr. Panetta’s office (and
presumably Mr. and Mrs. Clinton, since I had been
given a fax number into Mr. Clinton’s office to
communicate with him) arranged for the SBA [Small
Business Administration(?)]
to give me $151,000.00
after I had been turned down twice on my application
for a $16,000.00 loan.
Then another Goetzman associate, John McCracken
(a former Navy Seal), brought me in on his team to
open another front company.
He paid me close to
$50,000.00 and demanded the audiotapes.
I didn’t
deliver them in Las Vegas
November 11, 1995 and
then left under his direct threat that they are going to
kill both myself and my son.I never knew the official description of this team.
However, an article authored by Ambrose EvansPritchard
of the
and
appearing
Saturday,
January
27, 1996 [CNaccompanying article by AEP is dated Jan. 29, 19961
closely describes our team. A copy follows this letter.
It is my belief that a member of this team, or
someone cooperating with them, would not only have
had access, but motive, to remove and then replace
documents on the third floor of the White House.
Robert Goetzman called me on the night Vince
Foster was killed. He said: “We did him.” “We did him
somewhere else but we dumped him in a queer park to
send a message to Clinton and his queer wife.” “He
(Foster) went entrepreneurial on us. ” “He was selling
NSA codes to the Israelis.”
I am specifically requesting that you review not
only the names of the people that I worked with from
the EOP, but others that they have had contact with at
the White House since 1991, to determine whether or
not their name appears on the admittance log to the
third floor.
I am specifically requesting that you cause to be
investigated the Clinton Administration cover-up of
their knowledge of the, surveillance and the theft and

transfer of federal property (100 copies of WordPerfect
5.1) from the Executive Offtce building to K.C.
Schoor-Hollings,
MIS Director of the Democratic
National Committee. Ms. Hollings left the DNC as
soon as I went public.
I am specifically requesting federal government
protection and that I not be subject to contact by any
Special Agent
member of the FBI’ from California.
Janelle Salveson has directly threatened me, on behalf
of Robert Goetzman, if I continue to talk.
I have interviewed on approximately
15 radio
shows and two television broadcasts.
I have
distributed the audiotapes and copies of all of my
documents publicly.
I have reported these facts not only to the Justice
Department, but separately, both orally and in writing,
to the Washington FBI office and the Secret Service.
Remarkably, all of that activity has only resulted in
further threats to my life and more payoffs.
Robert Goetzman has conducted a continued effort
to frame me as an unstable person because I have
discussed this activity.
I invite you to review the
videotape of Mr. Nixon’s funeral. I was placed, by the
1J.S. Government (and presumably in a stable state of
mind),
on the tarmack at the landing of
Mr. Nixon’s body and again, stationed at the front door
of the Nixon Library,
standing next to a Secret
Service agent.
Mr. Starr, I am contacting you in the hope that one
person (yourself) in the federal government is not
personally
compromised
in his capacity and is
unwilling to obstruct justice.
I was called by Victor Huston, FBI, of your office
He seemed quite nonchalant
about my
today.
accusations and evidence and especially distant after I
implicated the FBI. He, in fact, only suggested that I
“write” you by mail, then attempted to leave the
‘%iv’Grsation without giving me an address. When I
told him that 1 had your fax number, he discouraged me
from faxing you. He stated that he didn’t want me “to
tie up the fax machine”.
Please put me, my
documents
and
audiotapes in front of
the Washington Grand
I believe the
Jury.
activity of Mrs. Clinton,
Vince
Foster,
the
“Goetzman Team”, the
Secret Service and the
of
cover-up
the
discovered surveillance
of the administration
and the DNC has direct
on
bearing
your
investigation
of the
disappearance,
reappearance and nondelivery of subpoenaed
documents.
Sincerely,
Debra von Trapp
cc: A. Evans-Pritchard,

Michigan
Militia,
Montana Militia, Patriot
Fax Network.
(End
quoting)
Sherman
Skolnick
interviewed Debra Von
Trapp on 5/5/95 and
here is a quote from that
interview
(SS
is
Skolnick’s
question,
DVI is Debra’s answer),

(quoting:)
SS: Tell me this: What do you think, under the
circumstances, is gonna happen further7
In other
words, there is this terrible violence between the
Tokyo and the Washington government-where
do you
suspect or predict that it might go?
DVT: Well, the way I was helped was, I went to
the military and to Secretary [of Defense] Perry. And
I had done that early on, concurrent with my
communications even, early, with the Japanese and
with Stephanopoulos back in March of ‘94.
SS: And you kept very meticulous records of all
these things?
-DVT: Yeah, I have. And so what occurred out of
that was, Perry had an individual call me back and
explain that all my documents had been given to a man
that was the Assistant Secretary of Defensecoincidently, John Deutch. And so, then...
SS: Do you have confidence in him-as, I believe
he’s in the process of becoming the new Director of
Central Intelligence.
You have confidence in him?
Or...
DVT: Yeah. Because I think Perry arranged to
have him moved over, to clean up the CIA. And what’s
fortunate is, one of the people on that downed aircraft
in Alabama was, in fact, a good friend of Perry’s, and
so, you ‘know, that was a retaliatory act for, against
Perry as well, for him moving, you know, or arranging
to have Woolsey go out of the CIA, have Deutch go
over there. It was an “answer back” to the fact that
Deutch is inevitably going to be director of CIA. (End
quoting)
My personal observation on this is I feel Debra is
telling the truth as she knows it, but when she makes
judgments about who is doing what to whom and why,
and who the good guys and the bad guys are, the truth
is more complicated than what she presents. It is not
simply a case of U.S. vs. Japan.
Continuing this overview, Mickey Kantor was
sworn in as United States Trade Representative on
January 22, 1993. A big part of his job was working

sending
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out trade agreements with the Japanese, over 170 of
them. Perhaps you remember the auto and auto parts
agreement that culminated a near trade war, as
presented in the media. He also helped implement the
GATT and NAFTA agreements.
said (10 Nov. 1995): “Each morning, CIA sources
report, intelligence officials gave Mickey Kantor, the
US trade representative, inside information gathered
by the CIA’s Tokyo station and the electroniceavesdropping
equipment of the National Security
Agency, sifted by CIA analysts in Washington. Kantor
is said to have received descriptions of conversations
among Japanese bureaucrats and auto-executives from
Toyota and Nissan who were pressing for a settlement.
He was also given details on the competing pressures
on Japan’s Trade Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto. When
the negotiations. came to a climax in Geneva, the
intelligence team was in place at the Intercontinental
Hotel, working alongside Kantor’s negotiators and
offering assessments of how far the Japanese side
could be pressed.
“‘It was a remarkable performance because the
intelligence
agencies finally realized this was the
World Series-the
arms control talks of the new age,’
says one senior US offtcial. . . .The information helped a
US company, Raytheon, match a bid by Thomson of
France and win the contract.” Raytheon, you recall, is
the builder of those never-hit-a-target Patriot missiles,
paid for with your tax dollars.

TOKYO-Government
leaders said Monday that
Japan’s relations with the United States could be
seriously damaged if a report that the CIA spied on
Japanese representatives at auto talks proves true. The
reported Sunday that the CIA
eavesdropped
on conversations
between Japanese
negotiators and automakers during the talks in Geneva
this year, reporting the results daily to U.S. Trade
Representative
Mickey Kantor
Oct. 17, 1995, D2).
Kantor was National Chairman for the Clinton/
Gore ‘92 Campaign. He was a board member of the
Center for the Study of Institutions, and was on the
Christopher
Commission
(headed
by Warren
Christopher)
which investigated the. Los Angeles
police after the Rodney King beating. He has a law
degree from Georgetown University and is married to
Heidi Schulman.
Kantor was also California
Chairman of Jimmy Carter for President, 1980, and
California Chairman of Mondale for President, 1984.
Kantor held key positions
in Alan Cranston’s
campaign for Senate in 1974.
In the Carter
Administration,
Kantor served oit the board of the
Legal Services Corporation,
along with Hillary
Rodham Clinton.
To someone looking at the big picture, Kantor’s
machinations against Japan appeared to be leading to
the destruction of the Asian Pacific economy and to
war.
Alvin Toftler, co-author, of
a New
“I

think that at the end of World War II, there was some
very unpleasant talk about how we lost China. I guess
you know history in this period. But in five years, 10
years, I expect to be hearing ‘Who lost Asia?’ The
answer would be Micky Kantor.”
The
interviewer said: “Bill
Clinton.”
Toffler: “What it seems to me they are doing is
pushing Japan to pulling out of here and putting all
their investment in Southeast Asia, which then
becomes the Greater East Asian co-prosperity sphere.
We are sitting there with a time bomb ticking away in
China. If we want to maintain any stability in the
Asian Pacific region, the basis of that stability lies in
Japan.”
Did the Japanese counterattack by blowing up the
Secretary.of Commerce’s plane? Was William Perry
the target? I do not know the answers, but there are
obviously connections.
Two days after Ron Brown’s funeral, Mickey
Kantor was selected to replace Brown as Secretary of
Commerce.
-

The following article appeared in the
by Sherman H. Skolnick, December 2,. 1995,
(quoting:)

[Preliminary paragraphs from the
In our Aug. 19 issue, the
predicted an
imminent upheaval in Israel: “A reporter for an Israeli
radio station recently told (Sherman) Skolnick that the
revelations would ‘cause the top officials of the
Mossad to be murdered’.”
Now, three months after that ominous prediction,
Chicago-based investigator Skolnick provides readers
of the
a behind-the-scene
report on the
assassination of Yitzhak Rabin. In the weeks before a
Shin Bet-trained gunman shot him to death, the Israeli
prime minister was preparing to go public about
Mossad-related
scandals, as a first step toward
reforming the nearly autonomous Israeli intelligence
agency.
Skolnick suggests that a rogue network of
Mossad agents, fearing criminal charges and possible
termination of their operations, as‘ the Israeli radio
journalist had earlier suggested, decided to launch a
preemptive strike against Rabin.
“On July 4, I received three phone calls: the
conversation with a journalist with Israel National
Radio’s Washington bureau, an inquiry from the White
House staff and Israel’s
newspaper,” Skolnick
recently told the
The Israeli radio journalist, who had predicted a
bloodletting
at Mossad, had called the Chicago
investigator because that morning’s edition of
had published a front-page article

listing some of Skolnick’s allegations about the
connection between the mysterious death of White
House vice counsel Vince Foster and its connection
with the Jonathan Pollard spy case as well as other
scandals involving the Israeli intelligence service
Mossad.
[Pollard shows up in Red Mercury
investigations.
Pollard’s Mossad handler was -Rafai
Eitan, who worked for Mossad Boss Ariel “the Butcher
of Beirut” Sharon. Sharon also ran agents who were
working Hillary Rodham Clinton and Vince Foster.]
The -links between the Rabin assassination and
Foster’s possible murder shed light on the infighting
between different factions of the CIA and Mossad,
which intensified following revelations of secret
transfers of U.S. nuclear technology to Israel, covert
military dealings with Saddam’s Iraq and Ayatollah
Khomeini’s Iran, and the alleged delay in the release
of American hostages in Tehran, which enabledRonald Reagan to win the 1980 presidential election.
The murder of the leader-of Islamic Jihad, just weeks
before Rabin’s assassination, certainly indicates that
rogue Mossad operatives have been working overtime
to destabilize the Mideast peace process.
Skolnick is still furious that, at the time of his
earlier revelations, the
and other establishment
newspapers characterized his investigative findings as
a “conspiracy theory”. (Since then, the mainstream
press has come to acknowledge the serious discrepancies
in and far-ranging implications of the Foster case.)
Here, he provides an expanded report on the
background to Rabin’s assassination.
[Skolnick’s article begins here, (quoting:)]
The American connection to the assassination of
the Israeli Prime Minister is evident in the political
background to the killing.
Vincent W. Foster, Jr., was part of an espionage
team that allegedly included Hillary Rodham Clinton
and Webster Hubbell, who was convicted in the
Whitewater case.
Foster’s
team
reportedly
worked
through
Systematics, a reputed front for the U.S. National
Security Agency, whose actual mission was reportedly
Though
code cracking
and satellite
spying.
Systematics denies this allegation, a significant
amount of data supports the case. The firm, a major
player in computer services, used software, called
PROMIS, ostensibly pirated from its true owner,
INSLAW (a provider of encodation and communication
software for banks and financial services).
Under the direction of high offtcials in the Reagan
Foster’s
project
and Bush
administrations,
electronically
eavesdropped on foreign banks and
intelligence agencies, who were provided or sold the
software with a secret “trap door” (which permits the
code to be broken by whoever possesses a master code).
Major banks in Sweden, Israel, Iraq and Canada are
among many others that have used the software.
The stated objective of Foster’s project was to
track international flows of funds by CIA-backed drug
cartels, illicit weapons peddlers and assassination
paymasters. Banks, spies and drug traffickers all sleep
together. The probe targets included central banks,
including the Bank of England and the Bank of Japan,
according
to highly
confidential
government
documents.
In the NSA, Foster held the equivalent military
rank of general, On behalf of the NSA and the CIA, he
ran a bank in the Grand Caymans and, according to
sources in the financial security services industry,
supervised secret international gold shipments.
Over the years, his bosses included George Bush,
during his years as vice president and later as
president, and Caspar Weinberger, Reagan’s secretary
of defense. Foster’s superiors owed Israel a favor for
assisting the trans-shipment of U.S. weapons to Iran.
The deal with Ayatollah Khomeini, which was
perceived by many U.S. Mideast analysts as a
treasonoat act, allegedly delayed the release of U.S.
hostages as a tactic to defeat then president Jimmy
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Carter’s bid for re-election to the presidency and
install the Reagan-Bush ticket in the White House.
The hostages, as part of the deal, were released in
January 1981, a few minutes after Reagan was
inaugurated.
Some call it the “October Surprise,” a
part of the Iran-Contra Affair.
Foster continued the project of tracking, and
allegedly dipping into, dirty money. From time to
time, he reportedly was also a “bagman”, a conduit for
illicit funds, for international bankers headquartered
in Little Rock, Arkansas, who had long supported then
Gov. Bill Clinton. Foster apparently continued these
activities even after he became, in 1993, deputy
counsel at the Clinton White House.
In the 198Os, Bush and Weinberger pressed Foster
into service as the middleman to release nuclear
missile launch codes and tracking data-the
highest
U.S. strategic military secrets-to
Israel. Through
Foster, Bush and Weinberger reputedly used as a
conduit
a low-level
naval intelligence
analyst,
Jonathan Pollard, who sold the secrets to Israel to
finance his lavish lifestyle.
The U.S. technology
helped Israel jump ahead with their own nuclear
development and become a Mideast bulwark against
Soviet threat in the Middle East. [Israel got some of
their nuclear material and technology from and
through South Africa.]
For this purpose, some investigative reports in
Britain and the United States have claimed that Israel
set up accounts of millions of dollars for Foster in
banks in Switzerland, the Caymans and elsewhere. A
beneficiary purportedly was Hillary Rodham Clinton,
Foster’s law partner, who went on to become first lady.
Either these bank deposits actually occurred, or else
the NSA created false records to blackmail Foster,
Hillary and top Israeli officials into silence.
A look at the timetable: 1986, one year after
Pollard was arrested, the Prime Minister of Sweden,
Olaf Palme, wanted to go public on how the Swedish
weapons maker Bofors was involved in the October
Surprise, and the soon-to-be-revealed
Iran-Contra
scandal. In 1986, Palme was assassinated, and the hit
was blamed on a “lone assassin”. A suspect was caught
but later released, and Palme’s death remains an
unsolved mystery.
The Bofors affair involved high officials in
Swedish intelligence agencies and other government
officials, was related to private business ventures
between George Bush (while he served as vice
president and later president) and Iraqi strongman
Saddam Hussein.
These sorts of three-way private
deals were known to top Israeli offtcials, including
Yitzhak Rabin, and they reportedly wanted to get, or
were promised, a piece of the action.
Palme had apparently learned that these dealings
were under surveillance,
reportedly
through the
INSLAW “trap door” into the computers of foreign
intelligence agencies. Revealing any of these issues
during the Persian Gulf War would have made then
President Bush a target of treason charges.
In July, 1993, Foster found out that the secret
accounts, which he was led to believe were in his name
and those of the first lady and others, were somehow
plundered
by computer hackers with access to
sophisticated software. Foster foolishly thought that
as head of the bank-spying project, he himself would
be immune from being targeted.
As part of a vast
cover-up trail, the hackers created false records
purporting to show that some $10 million of Foster’s
secret payoffs from Israel were (as alleged in
by Ambrose Evans-Pritchard)
funneled
into U.S. Treasury
holding
accounts
(Treasury sources later denied the U.S.
overseas.
Government ever actually received the plundered
Foster loot.)
In April 1994, a behind-the-scenes
furor erupted
when a major newspaper began following up this
writer’s accusations that a three-man Israeli team
murdered Foster in July 1993 to prevent him from
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I left active
shortly thereafter, at Mr. Colby’s
In June of 1980, I was involuntarily
suggestion.
reactivated and sent to Ft. Rucker, Alabama for U.S.
Army Flight School. Following flight school, I was
sent to Ft. Campbell, Kentucky. At Ft. Campbell I was
attached to a new Special Operations Task Force (TF)
following
our unfortunate
which was formed
performance
in the Great Salt Desert of Iran
(Attachment 6). I continued with TF until 1986.
My area of expertise has always been jungle
terrain. During the ‘8Os, in association with the Task
Force, I spent the majority of my time in Central and
South America. I was pilot in command on a medivac
helicopter, flying the injured Contras and civilians to
emergency care. I also flew several trips from Ft.
Campbell, Kentucky, my home base, into Mena and
Little Rock,
1983
1984,
delivering large coolers (Attachment
10) marked
“medical supplies” that had been delivered to Ft.
Campbell from Honduras. The aircraft was met, at
various times, by Dan Lasater, Buddy Young and Jerry
Parks, who also made arrangements for the crew for
the night.
In 1986 it was determined that due to my battle
injuries sustained through the years, I was no longer
qualified for military duty (Attachment 7 & 8). I was
immediately
recruited
into a black operations
organization by Ambassador Colby. This unit was
being directed by, among others, Vice President
George Bush and was code named “Pegasus”. Henry
Hyde was responsible for all finances for the unit and
arranged for lines of credit for the operation.
I continued with Pegasus until 1992. In 1992 I had
been directed to “neutralize” an American Citizen
(Attachment 9). To this point I had successfully
neutralized a Mossad agent, an Army Chief-of-Staff of
a foreign government and the President of a third
world country, so neutralization did not bother me.
The fact that I was ordered to neutralize a civilian
American citizen went against all that I believed in. 1
walked away from black ops that day. I was warned at
the time that you don’t just walk away. I was aware
my precarious situation. Realizing the fate of those
who quit, 1 began planning for my retirement as far
back as 1985. Since that time, I have documented my
activities and had them placed in a “safe zone”. In
1994 I was told to surrender the documents “or else”.
So, I sit in the “or else” position-in
a jail.
To surrender the documents is no doubt terminal.
So, I had chosen an alternative which Colby and North
agreed to. I agreed to plead guilty to charges in New
York and Colorado. This would leave me a convicted
felon and completely uncredible as a witness should I
choose to go public. However, just prior to my being
sentenced in Colorado by a federal judge for wire
fraud, my wife was charged with a complaint filed in
Tampa, Florida. I agreed only to allow prosecution
William Colby had enemies. Among many other against me. When my wife was charged, they voided
things, he was boss of a man who killed an Israeli our agreement.
I have recently found that the grand jury witness
Mossad agent, and the assassin is now in jail in
Florida. Here is the assassin’s story, in his (Dois Gene

carrying out his apparent plan to publicly reveal (that
is, disclose to President Clinton) the true details of the
Jonathan Pollard spy mess. Widespread publication
would have caused Pollard to be released from his
lifetime jail term, and his NSC superiors charged
belatedly with treason.
As part of the 1993 deal, consummated in 199S,
Prime Minister Rabin agreed to turn over certain
pieces of land to the Palestinians,
primarily
Christians. The Vatican, with the Vatican Bank and
supported by Western bankers, funneled large sums to
Israel to finance the deal. [Wlnit is not stated here is
that the Vatican also made some sort of deal involving
rule over Jerusalem.
Dec. 22, 1995,
p. 74, said:
It has been leaked to the media via Arab
sources that secret negotiations have been going on for
some time in regard to Jerusalem....the boroughs will
be independent of the Central City of Jerusalem and
therefore the city will be in .reality completely
divided.“]
Was Rabin, despite getting the funding, going to
renege on the land deal sometime in the future?
To support his position and that of Israel, Rabin
wanted to clear the air with public disclosures
explaining his country’s role in the October Surprise,
Iran-Contra and, most of all, the Pollard affair. If the
Western press was prepared to reveal the role of an
Israeli team in the assassination of Foster, Rabin was
prepared to disclose that the team was not acting on
behalf of the Israeli government but on a private
murder contract arranged by American bankers who
stood to lose billions of dollars if Foster went public.
Rabin, like Olaf Palme, was assassinated, and the
blame was assigned to a lone assassin. Since these
revelations and the assassination, various Mossad
operatives-in
Chicago, Virginia and Californiahave been detained or deported by the U.S. and are
awaiting punishment by the Israeli government. (End
quoting from Japanese paper) ’
The head of-,Israel’s Shin Bet security service,
January 8,
referred to only as “C”,
1996, saying his agency was primarily to .blame for
failing to prevent the assassination of Prime Minister
Yitzak Rabin. He denied personal wrongdoing. “C’s
resignation also appeared linked to the killing three
days ago of the terrorist most wanted by Shin Bet,
Yehiya Ayyash. Ayyash died while talking on a boobytrapped mobile phone in an operation widely attributed
to the Israeli agency.” I’ve been telling people those
mobile phones are dangerous. The new head of the
security service is Ami Ayalon. The one who resigned,
whose name they were keeping secret, was Karmi
Gilon.

The story begins in 1971 when, as a new recruit in I
the Air Force, I-was at the wrong place at the right
time. As a young man thrown into the prongs of covert
operations, I barely escaped my first mission with my
life. This experience is what I have written about in
“Nixon’s Darkest Secret: Operation Red Rock.” I have
attached the query which summarizes the manuscript
(Attachment
4).
However, having survived the
mission, I was held in tight reins by the White House.
After recovering, I was sent back to South East Asia.
My handler was Ambassador Colby. I worked for Mr.
Colby through 1976 (Attachment 5).
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used by the government is a crony of Ollie North.
In lieu of allowing the persecution of my wife to go
unchallenged, I have decided to expose the command
elements of Pegasus to include their past and proposed
activities.
This is my story. If you are interested in pursuing
my allegation, please contact me via my wife, Nancy
Tatum, at (352) 787-9846.
P.O. Box 895-082
Leesberg, FL 3478
Or you may contact me at the Hillsborough County Jail
at (813) 247-8301.
Dois Gene Tatum
NOTE: We have just found, in some of Gene’s old
military files, a copy of a 1985 plan where a Raymond
Young was listed as a passenger on a medical recon
flight to Contra camps prior to Gene flying a Colonel
from the Arkansas National Guard on a tour of the
area.

order was predicated on a desire to remain as President
rather than a matter of enemy alignment.
I refused the order. I further advised the President
and others that if you or members of your organization
or family were threatened or harmed in any way, I
would cause information,
which includes certain
documents, to be disseminated from their six locations
in various areas of the world, to various media and
political destinations.
I walked away from Special
Operations that day with the knowledge that you don’t
I felt, however, that the time capsules
just quit!
protected my interests.
In September of 1994, I received a telephone call
demanding the information “or else”! It was obvious
from the day that I walked out of Pegasus that to turn
this information over would be terminal. In the spring
of 1995, I was arrested by the FBI for wire fraud.
Although innocent of the allegations, I found it
necessary to plead guilty in an attempt to tarnish my
credibility.
It was my opinion, as I expressed it to
This material put on Internet by:
Rodriguez when he called and threatened me, that if I
Free Speech Newspaper, Inc.
were of questionable credibility, the documents, if ever
18631 North 19th Avenue, Suite 128-200
made public, may not stand on their merits. With this
Phoenix, Arizona 85027
arrest, I seized upon the opportunity to effect this
BUS (602) 587-9604
theory. I have since been indieted on a second fraud
FAX (602) 587-9628
charge, this time involving my wife. I will not allow
this prosecution of my family. I have notified the
authorities that I intend to put my case to a jury. While
awaiting the trial, I wrote a book involving my first
April 20, 1996
Since
experience in the Special Operations arena.
Mr. Ross Perot
then, I have found that the U.S. Marshals have
12377 Merit Drive, Suite 1700
instructed the Hillsborough County jail to hold me,
Dallas, Texas 75251
regardless of the outcome of the instant trial charge.
The new charge is treason.
Dear Mr. Perot:
For over twenty years I have dedicated my skills,
time, and health to my country.
I have been shot,
As you prepare your part for the 1996 election, tortured, and beaten, fighting to protect our right to
there is a matter of grave importance of which you form and run our government as determined by the
should be aware.
I am not aware of an active Pegasus unit. I had
In 1992, as the commander of a Black Operations
Unit called Pegasus, I was ordered to neutralize YOU. assumed it was disbanded with the new President. I am
Our unit was directed by President George Bush.. It suspect to the existence of some organization,
was determined, at some point, that the party you however, due to my present situation. Someone had to
formed was counter to the American system of orchestrate this. So, be aware and alert!
Good luck and good fortune in 1996.
democracy. In his attempt to justify your neutralization,
Mr. Bush expressed not only his concerns of the
Sincerely,
existence of your party and the threat which you posed
Dois Gene Tatum
to free America, but also the positions of other U.S.
1301 N. Morgan St.
and world leaders.
Tampa, Florida 33062
I had been associated with Pegasus since its
creation in 1985. The original mission of our unit was
P.S.. I have sent a few documents which I have
to align world leaders and financiers with the United
States.
I was personally
responsible
for the access to in prison which will help authenticate my
neutralization of one Mossad agent, an army Chief of position. They are as follows:
DD Form 2 14 Medical Evaluation which correlates
Staff of a foreign government, a rebel leader and the
my captivity. The phone number for the Hillsborough
president of a foreign government.
However, all of these missions were directed County Jail is (813) 247-8301 so you can verify the
toward enemies of the United States as determined by treason charge. (End quoting)
Need I add that Tatum revealed he assassinated a
our President. And because of this, I did not hesitate to
Mossad agent at the request of Colby, and shortly
successfully neutralize these enemies.
The order to neutrilize you, however, went against thereafter
Colby died under circumstances
very
that I believed in. It was obvious to me that his familiar in the annals of
literature?
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In October, 1995, Navy Lt. Commander Alexander
Martin was arrested and jailed without bond in
Broward County, Florida, for supposed violation of
probation on a 1990 bad-check charge. Martin was the
chief accountant for the Reagan/Bush drug operations
being run by Marine Lt. Col. Oliver North. Martin told
about it on Tom Valentine’s radio talk shqw in July,
before he was arrested in October.

Was William Colby a “good guy” or a “bad guy”?
John
It depends on your viewpoint, I suppose.
DeCamp, a man I support and greatly admire, said of
Colby: “He was like a father to me, a very close friend.
And of course we know he was head of the CIA and a
lot of other things.”
Yes, Colby was a lot of things. He was a saboteur
behind German lines in World War II. He conducted
clandestine missions in Europe after the war. He was
head of the Phoenix assassination program in the
Vietnam War, which killed over 68,000 Vietnamese.
He was an overseer of the Nugan-Hand Bank, a worldwide CIA drug money-laundering
operation.
He
supervised the theft and sale of government military
equipment, oversaw gambling operations, and more.
Some of this information is detailed in
by Jonathan Kwitny.
After the collapse of the Nugan-Hand bank, Colby
became head of its successors, Household International
and branch Household Banks, Pinacle and BCCI. Earl
Brian ran one of his branch banks. An unlimited
number of stories
be told about Colby. A lot of
those stories would involve the Vatican, the Sicilian
mafia, George Bush, drugs, money laundering,
INSLAW, BCCI, the Jewish “mafia” Family and many,
many murders and %uspicious” or “strange” deaths.
One good thing that could be said about Colby is
that he revealed a lot of the CIA’s “diity’laundrp” tb
He revealed the
Congress during investigations.
CIA’s MK-ULTRA mind-control
operations,
for
Congress ordered
the mind-control
instance.
operations shut-down, so the CIA agreed to shut them
down. But all the CIA did was re-name the operations
and re-sort them, giving the appearance of making
changes but only getting worse in reality.
Colby was Director of the CIA under Nixon, and
was replaced by President Ford (Colby’s replacement
He later began publishing
was George Bush).
intelligence
information
in the Colby Report,
and was a contributor to
was in the
forefront in publishing information about the murder
of Vince Foster and Clinton’s crooked Whitewater
dealings.
Colby was investigating,
along with John
DeCamp, the extent of Satanic witchcraft activity in
government, activity that involved Ronald Reagan,
George Bush, governors and senators and many others.
If you think this is too far out, you should read the tipof-the-iceberg details in DeCamp’s book
(DeCamp is a former State Senator) and if
you want more proof than you can perhaps handle,
newspaper has covered (uncovered) a
tremendous amount of the details. Ted Gnnderson,
former head of the FBI in Los Angeles, has said that
one of the FBI agents in charge of investigating
Satanic activity is himself a Satanist priest.
few months before his disappearance, Colby was
assaulted and badly beaten on the streets of
Washington, D.C. Some said he was merely in the
wrong place at the wrong time; others suspect more to
the beating.
Colby disappeared on April 27 under mysterious
circumstances, a few days before the Satanist holiday
Beltane. The
said he called his wife
and told her he was not feeling well (his wife denied
that he said that). He apparently left his computer
running, left the radio on and dinner dishes on the
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table, left the door open and walked out to go canoeing
without a life jacket (his wife said he never went
canoeing without his life jacket), fell out of the canoe
and drowned. Up to over 60 searchers were brought in
to try to find the body, with no results. The searchers
gave up, and then his body suddenly appeared out of
nowhere at 8:00 a.m. on May 6th, in the same area that
had been searched.
John Paisley, retired deputy director of the CIA,
also disappeared in Maryland waters 15 miles from
Colby’s house in 1978. His boat was found empty, then
later Paisley, who was right-handed, was found with a
bullet wound behind his left ear. There was no blood in
the boat, so he had to suicide himself by crawling into
the water first. His body had 40 lbs. of diving weights
on his belt. His wife complained that the body found
was too short to be Paisley but the body was cremated
against wishes before anyone else had a chance to
examine it. It was rumored that Paisley was a KGB
“mole”. James Jesus Angleton, who succeeded Allen
Dulles as head of the CIA after Kennedy fired Dulles,
said that Colby was a KGB mole. Angleton, however,
was an Israeli Mossad asset. (Angleton’s tombstone
memorial is written in Hebrew.)
Colby was working with
owners Lord William Rees-Moog, of British royal
families and former
editor, and James
Dale Davidson, who had a stroke (he survived) about a
month before Colby’s death. Induced strokes are a
There have been an
favorite assassination
tool.
appalling number of deaths, over 50 and counting, of
people
who were President
Clinton’s
friends,
bodyguards, or investigators of Clinton’s affairs.
The media reported that the autopsy of Colby
showed he died, not by drowning, but by either a stroke
or heart attack (you mean they can’t tell which? Flip a
coin).
It was reported that Colby’s life jacket and paddle
have not been found.
Colby DlD reveal a lot of CIA secrets,
he was
about to reveal more. about the Vince Foster murder.
As of this writing, some of the actualdocuments
proving Foster’s murder that were given to Kenneth
Starr can be viewed on the Internet at http://
www.acessone.com/-rivero/POLITICS/
FOSTERCOVERUP/ (no period).
These documents
include
Secret
Service
Agent Scott Marble’s
memorandum that said they found Foster’s body in his
car (....COVERUP/MISC/255lgif).
(Do a Web search
on “HSPRUNT’S Citizen’s Investigative Reports” for
more information.)
Among the final acts of Colby while he was head of
the CIA was meeting Richard Welch’s body at
Andrews Air Force Base on December 30, 1975.
Welch, CIA chief in Athens, Greece, had been brutally
(aren’t they all?) murdered by three terrorists on
December 23. Colby blamed IPS (Institute for Policy
Studies) collaborators for Welch’s murder.
Colby spent the next few days mostly giving
interviews to journalists, and gave a Distinguished
Intelligence Medal to James Schlesinger. On January
28, 1976, the senate confirmed Bush as head of the
CIA. The year 1976, our Bicentennial celebration of
our freedom, the year the Russian “woodpecker”
frequencies were turned on, was a fateful year that
could well be said to be the end of freedom in the
United States.
Those who live by the sword, (often, but not
always) die by the sword.
It is rumored on the Internet that Colby was part of
the “Fifth Column”; others say that he was not. It is
certain that he was part of what is going on; his exact
part is not clear. That is the type of person he was.
CLINTON’S

MARXIST

KGB operatives (some of whom were in the CIA) and
the Marxist-terrorist group IPS, the Institute for Policy
Studies. David Mark Price found out about the IPS
while a Top Secret Control Offtcer in the Navy. He
wrote a book called “SECRET” that gives details.
(Available from Sunset Research Group, 608 N. West
St., #236, Wichita, KS 67203, for $10.00 each, as of
1994.)
One of the leaders of the IPS was Derek
Shearer, a close friend and advisor to Bill Clinton.
sister Brooke is Hillary’s
traveling
Shearer’s
companion, according to Rush Limbaugh, who warned
about Clinton’s Marxist connections before he became
Others warning about the Clinton/IPS
President.
connection
were Donald McAlvany, William F.
Buckley, Jr., and FBI internal documents. According
to the
of Nov. 1992, p. 8., Al Gore
collected nearly a half-a-million dollars from IPS
through Armand Hammer, who helped launch the IPS.
The co-founder of IPS, Richard Barnet, helped Daniel
Ortega set up his Marxist regime in Nicaragua. The
IPS also worked with Castro and with North
Vietnamese (which brings in a connection with Ron
Brown). IPS sponsored and gave financialsupport
to
porno acting groups such as Franklin Furnace and
Kitchen Theater, and to Annie Sprinkle.
Hillary
Clinton gave tens of thousands of dollars to IPS. The
FBI has thousands of documents about all this.
The
called IPS “a funnel for
called it ua radical
disinformation”.
Washington
propaganda
mill”.
The book by
intelligence expert Robert Moss and
Editor Arnaud de Borchgrave called
was a
story about the Institute for Progressive Reform, a
fictionalized parallel version of the Institute for Policy
Another Marxist supporter of Marxist
Studies.
Clinton is Lyndon LaRouche, who admits he “used to
be a Marxist” and was head of the U.S. Labor Party. He
is currently a strong supporter of Clinton.

Derek Shearer was political advisor to radical
leftist Tom Hayden and his wife Jane Fonda and wrote
Hayden’s platform for his unsuccessful bid for the U.S.
Senate in 1976.
Jane Fonda was promoted on TV by 20/20’s
Barbara Walters, whose husband was Chairman of the
Board of Lorimar
Productions,
Fonda’s video
distributor.
Shearer’s step-brother is Strobe Talbott, who lived
with Clinton at Oxford and who was former editor-atlarge of
and is a member of the Council on
Foreign Relations.
Other IPS people that Clinton brought into his
administration include Leon Panetta, Les Aspin, and
Lake was instructor
at IPS’s
Anthony Lake.
Washington School, where he and IPS co-founder
Barnet harangued and insulted CIA director William
Colby. IPS planning committee member Timothy
Wirth was considered by Clinton for Secretary of
Interior, but ended up at the State Department.
Pat
Schroeder helped organize IPS’s twentieth-anniversary
bash.
The House Committee on Un-American Activities
long ago identified the National Lawyers Guild (NLG)
as a Communist front group. Don McAlvany said
Hillary Clinton gave $15,000.00 to the NLG. Ron
Brown worked with the NLG. IPS Chairman Peter
Weiss served for years on the board of trustees of the
NLG. The best known NLG lawyer is perhaps William
Kunstler, who co-founded the Center for Constitutional
Studies whose purpose was to do away with the U.S.
The Center was partly funded by Hillary
Clinton.
Congressman
Richard Armey (R.Tex)
said:
“Hillary bothers me a lot. I realized the other day that
her thoughts sound a lot like Karl Marx. She hangs
All her friends are
around a lot of Marxists.
Marxists.” (Thomas R Eddlem, Warxist Hillary?“,
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August 9, 1993, p. 17.) But then,
Armey has his own agenda.

NATIONAL,

Sunday, Sept. 2,

1990 (p. 25), (quoting:)

Pikeville, KY., Sept. _1
United States
Attorney’s secret computer files, including electronic
copies of sealed indictments and information about
pending F.B.I. inquiries, were mistakenly sold by the
Government a month ago to a businessman who paid
$45 for what he thought was only broken computer
equipment.
The Justice Department now says the sale could
compromise any number of criminal cases, and it has
sued the businessman to get the data back.
The businessman, Charles Hayes, who resells
Government surplus items, says that he would like
to cooperate but that the equipment he bought, and
various parts from it, have now been mixed with his
previous inventory and so he is no longer sure which
is which. He says he is trying to determine which of
his customers may have bought
some of the
equipment,
but he is resisting
the Government’s

demand that he identify those customers, terming it memory after all; a magnetic probe used to scramble
an unwarranted intrusion into his business.
the
data had been too weak, and, because the
equipment was broken, technicians had been unable to
purge the memory through normal computer commands.
The Government’s
lawsuit says that the
The Government
finds Mr. Hayes’s attitude computer’s memory and backup storage tapes almost
insufficiently forthcoming.
still contain
sensitive details about
In addition
to the certainly
lawsuit, which was filed Thursday, Federal marshals informers who work for the Federal Bureau of
armed with a search warrant arrived Friday night at Investigation,
about
about sealed indictments,
his establishment in Pulaski County, about 125 miles federally protected witnesses and about employees
west of here. By the time they had left nine hours in Mr. DeFalaise’s offrce.
later, they had seized what Mr. Hayes described today
as nine computer terminals, a computer memory
device and assorted other equipment.
According to the Government’s
lawsuit, the
“The US. Attorney’s office,” the lawsuit says,
case stems from a mistake made last January when a “used some or all of the computer equipment
to
technician for the Harris-Lamer
Corporation, the prepare and store virtually every document and record
manufacturer of the system that Mr. Hayes would later generated by both the civil and criminal divisions of
buy, arrived at the office of the United States Attorney the office from 1983 to 1989.”
If made public, the suit goes on, the files could
in Lexington, Louis DeFalaise.
The system, in
disrepair, was to be sold at auction,
and the ruin criminal investigations and cause “great harm
technician was supposed to erase the computer’s and irreparable
injury” to the work of Federal
rqemory.
“The seriousness. of the injury to the
prosecutors.
In July, at an auction of the General Sprvices United States of America cannot be understated,” it
Administration, Mr. Hayes made a successful bid of says.
Within hours of the lawsuit’s tiling, a Federal
13 computer terminals, two
$45 for the system:
central memory units, two cartridge module drives district judge, Eugene Siler Jr., ordered Mr. Hayes to
and nine printers.
After Mr. Hayes picked up the return the computer system to the Government and not
equipment on Aug. 3, the Harris-Lanier technician
examine, copy or distribute the data. A hearing has
told the Government that he had not erased the been set for Tuesday.
Mr. Hayes said he had been told before he bought
the equipment that the computer memory had been
wiped out. He called the sale “the worst case of
bureaucracy I have ever seen,” and added, “If it is this
loose, I wonder what else is missing up there” in the
Office of the United States Attorney.
“What it amounts to,” he said, “is I am being
punished for the inefficiency”
in the prosecutor’s
office. (End quoting Nl’T article)
J. Orlin Grabbe issued a report called “Angel of
Doom Deposition” in which he said:
“On April 2, 1996, Charles S. Hayes-retired
CIA
operative, Air Force Colonel, and Kentucky salvage
dealer-was deposed by the U.S. Department of Justice
with respect to the Inslaw case.
“The attorney for the Department of Justice, Beth
Cook, seemed ill-prepared for what turned out to be a
brutal assault on the integrity
of the Justice
Department itself, which Hayes accused of lying,
cheating, and stealing.
“Hayes has recently acquired the Internet label of
AOD (Angel of Death or Angel of Doom) due to his
efforts in encouraging the early retirement of corrupt
politicians. ‘Do you know the Angel of Death?’ Cook
asked at one point. ‘I know him well,’ Hayes replied.
Hayes has previously testified with respect to the
Inslaw case, most notably before a Chicago grand jury
in August 1992. Hayes’ extensive testimony in that
case was redacted under the National Security Act.”
Hayes was a major source of information for Danny
Casolaro, who was murdered for investigating the
Inslaw case and related connections he called “the
in Brazil with Earl
Octopus”. Hayes was present
Brian when Brian called Attorney General Ed Meese in
the United States to get approval to sell the stolen and
doctored
PROMIS
software
to the Brazilian
government.
Earl Brian was Chairman and CEO of
Financial News Network (FNN) and
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“‘CAPTAIN
THE
PLUG

CANADA’
TO SAVE

MAY
PULL
PROVINCE”

9/27-10/3/96, [quoting:]
TORONTO-For
decades Newfoundland, craggy
Atlantic home to half a million hardy souls, has weathered high underemployment,
devastated cod fisheries-and that .“awful contract” with Quebec.
Quebec agreed in the 1960s to buy loads of electricity from Newfoundland’s massive Churchill Falls hydroelectric plant, a contract some industry experts now
call the deal of the century for Quebec. Quebec still
pays a quarter of a penny per kilowatt hour-reselling
it for 10 times that price in Quebec and the United
States.
But last weekend, Newfoundland’s swashbuckling
new Premier Brian Tobin declared the old, pre-energy
crisis, pre-infIation deal a dead duck. Mr. Tobin, a
populist who earned the nickname “Captain Canada”
as federal fisheries minister, is not the first Newfoundland premier to want a new power deal with Quebec.
Yet unlike two predecessors, he seems willing to flip a
switch and cut the power that flows to Quebec-and
New England and New York.
“Honestly what choice do I have,” Tobin wondered
aloud to Canadian news media last weekend. “Am I
going to explain to the province that we’re losing
money and for the next 40 years we’ll borrow, tax, or
close down hospitals and schools in the province to pay
for the privilege of pumping power to Quebec so they
can make a billion-plus [Canadian dollars] a year?”

a year.
“Churchill Falls is extremely important to them,”
says Damian DiPerna, senior analyst at the Canadian
Bond Rating Service in Montreal.
UHydro Quebec
would have lost money 19 out of the last 20 years
without it.” If Tobin throws the switch, it could trigger
a debt review and possible downgrading for the utility
Technically, the deal’becomes a money-loser in 2000. and even the province.. . [garbled J.
Churchill Falls is also one-sixth of Hydro Quebec’s
Two Supreme Court of Canada rulings have upheld
the contract. Despite this, Tobin plans to travel across total power-generating capacity and a key to keeping
Canada to gain support, shooting to win in the court of New York and New England well lit. The New England
Power Pool, a cooperative
that distributes power
public opinion.
Tobin has a reputation for skating near the edge. throughout the region, soaked up 10 terawatt hours
equivalant of two
He became “Captain Canada” on a chill day in March from Hydro Quebec_ last year-the
1995 when, as federal fisheries minister, he ordered the large 600 megawatt coal-fired plants.
Quebec energy analyst Pierre Lamonde believes
Canadian Navy to seize a Spanish fishing vessel scoopTobin will never turn off Churchill Falls. others, like
ing up baby fish outside Canada’s territorial waters.
Risking a violent international incident, Tobin Graesser, also believe a lot of good poker playing may
flouted international laws governing access to the high be involved.
“Tobin’s ‘Captain Canada’ role
out pretty
seas, faced down the Spanish, and thrashed the European Union in the arena of public opinion. The “turbot well for him,” he says. “He enjoys the part of the
war” was shortly resolved in favor of saving a few fish. indignant leader of... [garbled].” [End quoting]
It looks like there’s a real fight going on for control
But the real winner was Tobin. Newfoundlanders,
Shortly they will probably have a
including many out-of-work fishermen, liked the spunky of their power.
federal minister of fisheries so much they elected him dictator who will settle it for them. Remember the
premier early this year. Now he seems set to sail again NW0 (New World Order)?
into murky legal waters.
*
Mark Graesser, a political scientist at Memorial
TO BE ENTERTAINED
BY DISNEY
University in St. John, says Tobin’s main aim is to woo
Newfoundlanders just as his post-election honeymoon
From the INTBRNBT, 10/22/96, [quoting: J
period is ending.
While surfing the Internet I came
Like the turbot war, “he’s playing to the Newfoundland public first and foremost,” Professor Graesser stating that Disney will put a music album on the
a line in it,
says. “This will generate a positive response here, market named
because everyone in Newfoundland regards this con- “serpent Jesus snake of Christ”, plus other derogatory,
evil words about him. [End quoting]
tract as outrageous.”
It’s best that you keep a close eye on everything
Tobin is also not beyond using the delicate issue of
Quebec’s future within-or
outside of-the Canadian Disney produces before you allow your children
f&e&ion to make his point. He reportedty informed to it, including what’s on the Internet. CONTACThas
separatist Quebec Premier Luci&n Bouchard of his plan warned you in the past that you cannot trust Disney and
to pull the plug earlier this summer. Mr. Bouchard this the subtle methods they use to propagandize your chilweekend called for Tobin to dren
adults. They’re not being
any longer.
obey the rule of law on the Also, the media has recently publicized that many
contract.
Tobin responded fundamental Christians are boycotting Disney Parks
by asking why the law ap- and products because they are putting filth on the
plied to Churchill Falls when market.
separatists, led by Bouchard,
say they can proceed
unconstitutional
secession
Excerpted from
Los Angeles,
from Canada if the province
10/22/96, [quoting:]
votes for it.
A start-up company announced the speediest mi“I’m in favor of the rule
oflaw,” Bouchard persisted. cro-processor yet, a chip able to run Macintosh soft“Ottawa would even have to ware at up to 533 megahertz, more than twice
fast as
intervene through its insti- current chips. Exponential Technology Inc. said its Xtutions in order to stop New- 704 chip should be available in volume next spring.
foundland fromviolating the Exponential started in 1993, with financial help from
Apple Computer Inc. George Taylor, Exponential’s
law.”
But Prime Minister Jean founder and chief technology officer, says the new
Chretien is not touching the chips will cost about Sl,OOO each, which would put
spat with a pole of any length. them into high-end computers used mostly by graphic
He says Ottawa will not in- designers and creators of multimedia. [End quoting]
tervene.
SUPER
CHIP
Hydra Quebec says a
deal’s a deal, because it put
From a recent newspaper clipping-name
unknown,
up money to make Churchill
Falls viable when no one else (quoting:}
Texas Instruments will start manufacturing, next
would.
year,
a computer chip with 20 times the processing
Today, losing the cheap
Churchill Falls .energy for power of current desktop computers, the company said
resale would be a financial Tuesday. “Thumbnail-sized chips using the new techneutron bomb for the provin- nology will usher in an era of automatic teller machines
cial utility. Last year, the that can recognize a user’s face, a PC on a wris: vatch,
company’s net profit was US or simply laptop computers with longer memory life,”
$294 million.
Sales of said the Dallas-based company. [End quoting]
I also read an article in the 10121196 Daily News
Churchill Falls power (not
broken out by the company) that IBM is producing a chip with 15 million transistors on it. This is a big advance in technology for
nets Quebec an estimated
readers know that the
$400 million to $730 million public computing.
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public only gets
Elite have under their control.

compared to what the variety of corn endowed with genes that protect the
- crop against insects and weed-killing sprays. Developed ‘by the Swiss chemical giant Ciba-Geigy, the
maize has been deemed safe by every relevant regulaFOR
DRUG
tory body in the United States, where the first year’s
crop is about to’be harvested. But a majority of EuroClinton is donating gear to fight leftists involved in pean ministers recently refused to authorize imports of
narcotics.
the corn, citing concerns about possible environmental
Excerpted from
ORLt4NDQ
lO/ or health consequences.
Some critics worry that the
^
1 l/96, [quoting:]
genes could “jump” from corn to consumer-mostly
the corn’s ampicillin-resistant
gene
WASHINGTON-Stepping
up its drug war in Latin cattle-rendering
America, the United States is arming Colombia’s mili- useless in the medical treatment of corn-fed cattle or
tary and police to Bght a war against leftist insnrgents
even in people who eat the affected beef. [End quoting]
who also are involved in narcotics, -I
One can only imagine what has been grogrammed
The Clinton administration is donating helicop- into the genetic structure of this corn that makes the
ters, observation planes, patrol boats and other military European ministers want to run the other‘way!
gear to Colombia, one of the hemisphere’s most violent
countries and the source of 80
The U.S. equipment is part of a
112
package of anti-drug aid for Latin America
that was announced last month. [empttusisminti] [End
Excerpted from
Los Angeles,
quoting]
10/22/96, [quoting:]
Do you recall what I said in my earlier article, 101
If you walk into a grocery store, pick up a 12-pack
15196, on how the Elite use the money and equipment of soda pop and leave without paying, you will be
to fight drugs? I feel that most of this money and arrested for stealing about $4 worth of merchandise.
equipment is an excellent example of what was said
But if you were to rip off the makers of soda poB by,
then.
say, S 100 million, you could continue on your way. To
If you realize that Clinton and his cronies love get away with crime in America, it’s best to do it on a
would you expect them to really grand scale, the way executives at Archer Daniels
use this situation to stop the drugs and wipe out their Midland Co. of Decatur, Ill. have done it for years.
competitors, or help them consolidate if they are their
The global grain-processing company has long profriends?
claimed itself the “Supermarket to the World”. But last
week, it became apparent a more apt nick-name might
..
GOLD
CLAIMS
be “Super-racket to the World”.
RULED
OUT
The company, which has annual sales of $13.3
billion, admitted it colluded with world competitors to
From
[quoting:]
WASHINGTON-Burlington
Northern Santa Fe well as for citric acid, used in soft drinks, foods and
Corp. won’t have to come up with an estimated $2 detergents. ADM agreed to pay $100 million in fines to
billion worth of gold, after the Supreme Court today end the price-fixing case brought by the Justice DepartAnalysts say the
rebuffed claims by holders of decades-old bonds who ment after a four-year investigation.
demanded to be paid in the precious metal instead of fme probably equaled the ill-gotten profits from the scheme.
cash. The high court refused to consider anappeal of
The settlement was not large enough to seriously
a lower court’s ruling. [End quoting]
harm the company, but it was significarit; .the largest
Do. you still think you have freedom when the previous fine levied in a: price-fixing case was $15
Supreme Court refuses to make Burlington pay their million. -ADM agreed to pay so much because its guilt
debts according to their contract? -How long do you was so clear. Ear years, an informant had been secretly
think it will be before they
all gold and taping ADM managers meeting with competitors to set
silver?
prices. Also two of the company’s international competitors recently pleaded guilty

From
ing:]

10/13/96, [quot-

new variety of corn has reignited debate over the
safety of genetically engineered foods. At issue is a

with the U.S. government’s investigation.
So, between the tapes and the confessions of coconspirators, ADM was cornered. The quickest way
out was to admit guilt and stick stockholders with the
fine.
But if there was a crime, where are the criminals7
Who are the people on those tapes and why aren’t they
behind bars?
The Justice Department says it is still investigating
Terrance Wilson, an ADM division chief who is retiring, and Michael Andreas, ADM vice chairman and son
of the company’s politically influential
chairman,
Dwayne Andreas.
Michael Andreas is now on a leave of absence.
Federal officials consider him and Wilson to be “available for prosecution,” said Gary Spratling, deputy assistant attorney general.
The government eventually may indict Andreas
and Wilson. But wouldn’t such an elaborate pricing
scam involve more than just two people? Shouldn’t a
whole gang be indicted?
At ADM, the prices didn’t fix themselves. Individuals decided to break the law by setting prices in
ways that hurt farmers and manufacturers. Meanwhile,
the senior executives themselves enjoyed fat salaries.
ADM certainly is not-the only
in which
executives have unfairly enriched themselves at the
expense of others. Here in Atlanta, former employees
of Eastern Airlines are still bitter about corporate
raider Frank Lorenzo’s plunder of their company’s
assets to keep his holding company, Texas Air, afloat.
If Eastern had been robbed by the Crips or the
Bloods, the police would have investigated.
But because Eastern’s assets were siphoned off by its corporate parent, no one could call 911. Yet workers,
shareholders and customers surely lost out.
The Justice Department, the Securities and Exchange Commission, state attorneys general and the
FBI should make a much greater effort to stop whitecollar crime by collaring the criminals, not nicking the
innocent pension funds that happen to own some stock.
We will have no effective deterrent of corporate crime
until executives face the risk ofjail time. [End quoting]
The Elite make or have the laws made (by their
puppets) and consider themselves above the law and
always have done so. Until we have an honest government, most Elite theives will never see the inside of a
prison. The ones who do are the ones who have crossed
their partners in crime, or their buddies got too envious
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MILLION
THRIVING

don ‘I waif fir another. ” God bless Zack and all others
like him.]
Since then, he has persuaded nearly 100 families to
or to adopt. With a core
Excerpted from
[quoting:]
of march veterans, he also helped start a group called
Louis Farrakhan and the Nation of Islam may have the I Am Brotherhood, which performs neighborhood
done little to harness the energy of the Million Man trash cleanups, attends community policing meetings
March over the last year, but others certainly have.
in three police districts and conducts food drives.
Participants banded together on their own and
Local march organizer and activist Conrad Worrill
plunged into the work of improving the African Ameri- said he has seen a difference since the march.
can community as Farrakhan urged them last Oct. 16.
“It sparked new energy. I run into people every day
In Chicago, these groups have taken names such as who say they were inspired by the march-to get involved,” he said.
The Brotherhood of Black Men, the I Am Brotherhood,
Black Brothers United, One in a Million, and Black
The march’s economic agenda struck a chord with
Men United.
contractors Sy Bounds and Skip Ousley. They had met
They are mentoring schoolchildren and fighting before they rode to the march on Bus No. 53 from
gangs and drugs. Some also are working for economic Chicago, but on the way back they decided to become
and political empowerment by getting involved in job partners in training young people to paint and remodel.
training and registering voters.
Bounds said demand for painters and handymen is
Farrakhan has been busy touring 23 African coun- “an urban gold mine” that Black youth can exploit
tries and hosting a political convention that fizzled without extensive training. He promotes the training
The Nation of Islam has had- success at days from 8 to 8:30 a.m. on WVON-AM.
registering voters and Farrakhan is preparing an anniButch Campbell of The Brotherhood of Black Men
versary event-a World Day of Atonement on Oct. 16 at said that group sets up platforms and microphones on
the United Nations.
the
re- West Side street corners where people have been shot.
CONTACT.]
“We wanted to try to keep that spirit from the
march and channel it into something positive,” Chicage postal employee Jim Saverson said.
He and nine fellow workers formed Black Men
United. They have played Santa to a young girl who
otherwise would have had no presents. They also have
taken young people from the Henry Horner Homes to
the DuSable Museum of African American History and
horseback riding in Palos Hills.
Men at the Washington, D.C. march took a pledge
to strive to improve themselves and their communities
morally, economically and politically.
“We are men from all walks of life who took their
pledge seriously,” said Bob Wilburn, president of Park
Manor Ministry Bus No. 7.
Its 37 members adopted two public schools, and are
visiting 27 state prisons on a rotating basis.
As school ended last summer men from Bus No. 7
awarded T-shirts to two classes of students who maintained a C-plus average or better at Carver Prep Elementary School near the Altgeld Gardens housing
complex.
“We’re going into the schools to present a positive
male image,” Wilburn said.
“We’re just regular guys, and kids need to see that
there are parts of life other than-sports that they can
aspire to and still be successful,” he added.
“I went to the march and saw so much unity, but it
seemed like it was missing when I got back home, so I
decided to do something,” Zack Burton said.
3

voters.
“We tell brothers to wake up and stop killing each
other and respect Black women,” Campbell said.
About 25 people have asked to join the Brotherhood
as a result of the rallies, Campbell said.
While organizers admit it’s tough persuading gang
members and drug addicts to change, they said the
march has been successful in bringing Black middleclass men back into the activist fold. [End quoting]
After reading the above sample of the results of last
year’s march, is there any wonder why the Elite-owned
media would want to downplay any publicity of this
year’s events and then lambast Farrakhan for his trip to
Africa7 Is it any wonder to you that they wouldn’t allow
him to accept any money from Libya?
With $1 billion he would have had the seed money
to help his Black brothers get a
education, start
their own businesses if desired, and to develop a feeling
of self-worth so they could seek any legitimate
they wanted.
RANDOM

ACT

OF

“You as a people gave oath and contract to
‘our children and their children that you have
ad hold a
and hold a lamp of freedom and guidnce to all the world to light the path to soverignty of ‘man’ and freedom to the oppressed.
lou have lied, cheated and brought down the
ight into extinction and the world now calls the

Some of the topics covered in this
are:
DANUCLEAR DEVICE Used In World
Trade Center Bombing
Trilaterals Demand World Army
*Destruction Of American Jobs
@AnUpdate On BATF &
Botched Waco, Texas Mission
aThe Phoenix Institute & US&P’
*The
(cont.)
aThe
The
The

KINDNESS!

From
ON
magazine, A
publication, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY 105 12,
[quoting:]
I cultivate rose bushes. I give the flowers to people
I see at bus stops around town,” Bill s’ays. “It doesn’t
matter who they are -1 just like to brighten their days.”
-Bill Horobec, Tampa, Florida [End quoting]
What can we all do to brighten someone’s day?
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(10) Practice of the Christian religion will be
prohibited.
All churches closed (like in Cuba),
church property seized under RICO statutes and
forfeited to the UN. Only Buddhism and Judaism
will be exempt.
(11) All licensed and ordained Christian ministers will be sent to the FEMA crematoria at South
Bend, IN. “Outlandish,” you say? Why do you
suppose the phrase “Under God” was deliberately
left out of the pledge bf allegiance at the Democratic National Convention?
(12)All bank accounts, IRAs, 401Rs, etc., will
be seized by the UN/IRS. They will then return
what b
think you ought to have.
(13) Foreign treaties will become the law of
the land. NAFTA, GATT, NWO, etc. Clinton attended the summit of the Americas
Gore
went to the
summit in Brazil;
Stephanopoulous attended the Gorbachev summit
in SFO. CODEX will outlaw vitamins. US soldiers. cannot testify about UN duty.
(14) Clinton’s drones will stage a fake national
emergency: HAARP weather disruption, Anthrax/
Sarin outbreak or massive race riots in gerrymandered tribal homelands (Watts, St. Petersburg). As
in Germany in the ‘309, the people will demand
drastic measures and give up law and settle for order. Useful idiots will then become useless eaters
and the first to enter the 26 FEMA death camps.
(Homosexuals will be allowed to marry before being cremated.)
(15) California’s
2 will apply to
all 50 states who must crush 50,000cars a day to
the Eco-God Gaia. (And see to it you stay in your
tribal homeland.)
On this day of terrible reckoning, which will
come like Pearl Harbor and the Tet Offensive (Certainly not here, certainly not me?), there will be
two groups: the dumbed-down deer staring stupidly
at the oncoming headlights and those of us drawing
a bead two inches below the lip of the blue UN helmet. Are you ready to do what is necessary, or
would you prefer to go directlv from the star chamber to the death chamber?

WhatClintonMayDo
ToBeginHisNextTerm

72
10/27/96

(5) All borders sealed and airports closed.
FEMA activated and then placed under UN Control. 70% of the USA will be a “biosphere” and
Travel by public
human occupation prohibited.
transportation only will be allowed if you have a
permit.
(6) The 1996 election will be America’s last.
Congress will be prorogued (disbanded). The UN
will appoint colonial agents.
(7) North Vietnam will be granted most-favored
nation trading statusund given $800 million in foreign aid (part of the Indonesia/Ron Brown scam).
Hanoi-lover Antony Lake will be the new Secretary of State.
(8)
All gun
ownership will be
prohibited and citizens will have 10
days to surrender
them or face 50
years in prison
without possibility
(This
of parole.
will be like the
gold call-up
of
1930.)
(9) All illegal
aliens in the USA
will be granted full
U.S. citizenship.

. . . .With the disgusting and limp-wristed failure
of Dole to seize the election, Clinton and his minicns and pawns are burning the midnight oil with
their diabolical schemes they know they must implement totally and swiftly before the comatose couch
potatoes finally awaken and become enraged.
Clinton is a cocaine-crazed, murdering nihilist,
drunk with power and this time there will be absolutely nothing holding him back. All restraints will
be thrown off and this madman will bring down the
country.
You may recall, if you re-read “Silent Coup”,
there were 30 generals and admirals mentioned by
name, who orchestrated Watergate and brought the
downfall of Nixon in 1973. Let us hope there is
another group of patriots somewere with similar
ideals. (The generals and NSA officials in the Lear
Jet crash in Alabama, the day before Oklahoma
City, were plotting against Clinton and that is why
the plane went down.) As you read this, 423 flagrank (general/admiral) officers have secretly been
placed under 24-hour surveillance by the SS until
after the election. Here are some of the agenda
items the UN/New World Order/Zionist Wall St.
banksters have put out for Clinton’s signature for
11 /S/96 :
implementation 7 : 00
(1) Stock market will crash 4,000 points.
(2) Currency will be recalled. You will have
24 hours to surrender all green money, replaced with Public schools will
blue, now in warehouses ownqfby
Perot in Ft. be mandated
to
Worth, TX.
teach in the Nige(3) PDD25 will be activated, all US military
rian, Hindu, Spangiven to the UN.
ish, Mandarin Chi(4)

rested.

All radio talk shows cancelled,

hosts ar-

nese

and In,done-

sian languages.
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research farm, I will get totally localized. I apologize
to other farmers who would use this methodology-but
the problem is that we need Gaiandriana in large
quantities with which to begin and at this present time
we are limited as to production. We can gear up and
have suitable carrier quantities for a LOT OF PURPOSES which are separate and apart from the focused
Drias as in our product, Gaiandriana, but that takes a
while from start to finished product because the transmutation has to be allowed its time of interactions.
Since I am dealing with parties who DO NEED TO GET
STARTED, I am speaking to “them” and we will see
what we can do on a larger scale as we move along.
The concept is so simple as to embarrass the receivers at first conceptual glance, but do NOT allow that to
stop you. I am not suggesting you go forth and reform
the world, or the growers, this afternoon-BUT
YOU
WILL REFORM THE CONCEPTS BEFORE WE ARE
THROUGH. DID GOD MAKE THE LITTLE GREEN
APPLES, as the song goes? Well, no, not really-the
apple tree presented the world with little green applesGOD “ONLY” SUPPLIED THE BLUEPRINT AND
THE ELEMENTS REQUIRED.
So, does a little green apple require more manganese than a potato7 Perhaps, but only the apple tree
seed knows for sure. However, you can ASSUME that
both need manganese! How such an assumption? Because living forms are made up of all the elements,
utilized according to the DNA/RNA cellular structure
of individual “products”. So what do we have to do,
bring the mountains to the farm field? NO, and that is
the first BIG MISCONCEPTION.
If you need 952
billion ions of manganese, why bring 952 tons of
otherwise useless bulk to the fields? You will usually
find, in fact, where manganese is present (example of
element only) you will have toxic impact from other
minerals in that particular soil. So, now, let us look at
ALTERNATIVES: Bring a tiny handful of manganese
and let us colloidalize it into EVERYTHING SOLUTION, aiong with everything else we need. Allow it to
be taken up by the drias in unprogrammed font, add
Oxysol to provide “crystal liquid diamond” for programming individually, and go for it in that way-into
the water supply.
Since, and here I speak to Dharma who always gets
stuck putting this mess together, we will need everything we use for colloids PLUS everything we would
use for perfect growing medium for plants in raw or
crystalline or crushed form, (as in vitamin-mineral
tablets) SO THAT WE HAVE ACCESS TO TINY
PARTICULATE. If you have liquids available, all the
better, except that you will tend to use too much. So, if
you use droppers for the liquids-use
TINY ORIFICE
DROPPERS. If you have “colorn you usually have too
much-EXCEPT
that some things interact catalyticwise and often will simply produce a color presence.
You will remember, however, that these “colors” will
become transparent if left in Gaiandriana for a period
of time.
don’t care about color, and at injection
time you may wish to, at first, color the additive to
convince yourselves that you have product. The plants
don’t need convincing-only
you people.
Now, I’m going to boggle you sensing people.
When we are ready to MOVE
some
crushed seed (only a tiny-tiny piece OF THE WHOLE
plant intended for receiving) and we will program the
solution TO THAT PLANT. We
mature according to the programming of the
plant in point. Then, when you add the additives to the
solution-whammy,
you have pre-programmed supplement. This is nice because it will usually give the focus
plant time to outgrow the non-programmed weeds. The
weeds will program their own needs but you may well
have a three-to-four-day HEADSTART on them.

Hint-FilledLesson
On Plant Biology
10/21/96 #l

HATONN

TRANSMUTATION
I realize that any Biologist reading this is going to
want to be on the phone to ET., but please do not try it
for all of you choose to make your phone call via
Dharma and she is just about sick to death of being the
phone service.
I don’t mind sharing with everyone on just about
any point, but realize right up front that you aren’t ever
going to understand unless you change some pre-programmed wrong ideas. Especially if you are an “educated” Biologist you will have been given incorrect
information and, unless you are willing to change some
concepts, you can’t utilize what I’m going to offer.
VS.
God Critator endowed plants, as well as people,
with some unalienable RIGHTS-to transmute what is
offered into that which most nearly supplies life-flourishing elements. But, just as plants produce chlorophyll and hopefully man does not-to
the extent of
turning green-so
too do plants utilize minerals, vitamins, etc., in differing manners. Therefore, when we
consider “feeding” plants, we need to offer what THEY
need and not necessarily what thebody-animal presents
and utilizes. BOTH need an array of everything possible from which to pull fuel. When you have outrageous life-forms in either animal or plant, it is because

of a necessity to survive in an environment which does
NOT provide everything. This is fine for it comes to
represent natural selection.
However, why cause a
plant to have to mutate to recreate itself and flourish7
The facts are that a plant already artificially hybridized
cannot reproduce itself, but with proper selection abilities it can be brought to both integrate quality genetic
structure AND be reproductive.
I don’t want to talk
about the advanced course in reproduction, only the art
of feeding plants which are so deprived in farming
areas as to be all but worthless to the consumer.
But will the consumer “like” the product? I don’t
know for the consumer of today has learned to like
rancid grease better than the flavor of a freshly grown
organic potato. Mankind in flourishing societies now
lives on refined foods with NO VALUE save negative,
and stuffs-in non-utilized vitamin and mineral pills
according to the most current hype.
After a while BOTH plant and body forget how to
utilize anything properly so “overkill” is usually the
next incorrect. project of both the physician and the
farmer. In this case of supplementation-what
you
DON’T see is better.
Next you have to understand the mechanism of
“carriers” for the elements you want to be utilized by
the living organism, and work accordingly. That means
that we are going to have to integrate the elements into
living CELLS so that you can offer the plant/body what
it needs in a form that is instantly accepted and transmuted, or whatever is the mechanism of the organism.
Since I want to speak to our research Biologists for the

GAIANDRI;INA. Drias are the cells of LIFE waiting
for programming and, no. we are NOT going to hand
them out to anyone else and, further, if we get carried
away here, we will remove
IPing
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to be the MISTAKES usually made by man who goes
forth and mutates everything in his stupidity.
What we are trying to accomplish is to have a
perfect food supply for growing fields and I believe you
can see the perfection which CAN be accomplished by
directly-programmed
food. The diversity of plant life,
however, is very much dependent on a variety of things,
which offers a diverse and interesting supply of food
resources. We will stick, in the beginning, to the more
specific plants we wish to cultivate in the best categories of survival products, i.e., legumes such as Soy,
Adzuki beans, lentils (red, if possible, and red comes
from mineralization), Triticum spelta, et al., and when
we can do so-grow full-spectrum algae. The flavor
condiments can be stored to make these foods more
“interesting”.
You will find, as you grow perfect
plants-you
will have perfect honey, perfect milk, perfect eggs and thus and so as the living forms adjust to
perfection from their plant resources.
You find what works best, and horticulturists already know a lot of the reasons; for instance, a hydrangea flower may well be pink or blue according to the
iron in the soil, gardenias thrive in a more acidic soil
so you use “miracid” FERTILIZERS as also you need to
use to feed evergreens. If, however, you feed it ALL in
colloidalized/dria FORM, the PERFECT original plant
will REPRODUCE ITSELF and then, through tampering and testing, you can produce whatever you like as
to color and hybridizing.
For US TO BEGIN, however, Dharma, we just need
a full SELECTION of products from which we can
make an ALL-INCLUSIVE colloidal solution to introduce to the Drias programmed for whatever-and
GOD
AND SOLAR ENERGY WILL TAKE IT FROM
THERE!
When you people realize what you CAN do, then
you can stop killing off the life-forms to eat. You can
use your life-form animals for pets, natural selection,
by-products which will, by the way, have no allergic
reactions or digestive problems in the presentation.
And, by the way, if you eat the basic foods, you can then
%I a lot of rancid fat junk foods and still come out
ahead.
Our problem right now is to be able to HAVE what
we need if we can’t get anything from anywhere else.
You can have enough basic needs stored for YEARS OF
USE in a very sm.aIl space. When you only use one
granule of humic acid crystal in six gallons of liquidit goes a very long way. Also, if you are trying to get a
more acidic solution-put
in a couple of drops of
vinegar or citrus (lemon or lime is best) or Kargasoc
vinegar (four or five drops will do it). You simply do
not need to OR WANT TO destroy land values with
over-fertilization
of any kind.
The nice part of this application method in irrigation fields is that what is falling into the land directly
is nicely held while, with our solutions as described,
especially with a surficant additive (as in powered
yucca introduced right into the colloidalizing method)
will allow for absorption by the plants right through
__
.. . .
tneir leaves
stems-and
better yet, as the buds
begin to set for the flower or fruit-you
will multiply
manyfold the production as the liquid is accepted wherever it falls. If, in fact, you could spray the plants at
“setting time” you would find amazing results in better
production quantities.
The same applies to fowl and milk cows: If you feed
them the nutrients you want them to have in a dria base
(remember a little goes a long, long way), you will have
such quality products from both as to astound the
evaluators.
Now, E.J., when you begin to colloidalize this
product I suggest that you add several more magnets in
strategic locations to the bottles and even then, give
them at least six turns. You will have some elements
which will resist the magnetizing. I even suggest you
up the number of turns you are using for other products
now-the more particulate you fling into the molecules
the better the base from which the cells can have
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ccx10n.
some 01 rnese elements
will actually RESIST moving into the
same cells because of their “charge”.
For that reason I suggest you start
with tap water or simple well water.
Always treat with hydrogen peroxide
appropriately because you don’t want
foreign growth or harmful bacteria in
the programming
solutions.
The
Oxysol will take care of it “later”, but
you will have already introduced unwanted DNA structures. Always start
out with treated. (hydrogen peroxide)
water. This gets rid of any parasites
and living viral forms. Once broken
up they will not reprogram themselves
and if they should slip a few DNA
through, they will be cast out by the
cells themselves as “foreign material”.
At upstart this will seem like an
impossible task-but
I promise you
that it will end up a lot easier, almost
cost-free as you move along and will
be a grand new product in addition to
keeping a few hands busy in the production end as we start here. Remember please, that our thrust is not just
to technical deletion of workers-WE
NEED TO PROVIDE JOBS WHICH
ALLOW SELF-SUSTAINING AND
GOODLIVING STANDARDSTO AS
MANY “WORKERS” AS WE CAN’
USE.
YOU
BE HAVING
FUNDS ENOUGH TO SUBSIDIZE
THE PAYROLLS IF NECESSARY
AT UPSTART,
PRETTY SOON
NOW.
Salu.
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utility corporations. Which, in fact, takes away the state’s
constitutionsl rights of selfgovemmen t. The 1847cxmtitutional debates for the state of Illinois, in its entire@ of debate
and conclusions, prohibited foreignbanking corporations and
foreign corporations from doing business in the state of Illinois, unless they are duly constituted aud duly registemd in
the state of Illinois.
Why sre these state laws in place?!
State revenue (taxation) that’s whv’?

three, policy number four, etc. It will shock the daylights out
of you to d&cover your duly elected is mandated by law to do
the people’s bidding, or formally, “the sovereign will of the
sation held the other day with a fellow concerned American people prevails”. However, our duly elected ret& to listen
citizen. It was during this convemation whereupon a charm- to us and our concerns and protestations.
ingstatementwasmadeinreferencetomeandmyconstituCI’HINK ABOUT
IT!)
tional Common Law research. I will call the gentleman
Charlie. Charlie said, laughingly: “Grandma is the Agatha
Durhsm has a case-in U.S. District Court against
Christie ofthe constitutional laws snd citizens’ rights.” (Just
Illinois Power Company. Currently, the defm
are in
thought a little humor would brighten our days.)
defaultsixormoretimes.
Thecourtmfitsestoapplyitsown
rules; also the court &uses to acknowledge (1) the Rnle of
Decision, (2) the ConstMion for the United States, common
law of contractq (3) pleaded in res judicata by previous Supreme Court c8ses, (4) enforcement of petitioned Article I,
clause 10 (estopping and barring impeding of contracts or
contract rights), (5) the court refuses to employ its own Rule
56(a),and(6)thecourtrehrsestonoticepursuanttoMandamy Notice Rule 201 (d) whereas the court has been noticed
The Federal Government is conducting prison labor ofthedefendanVsintei&statedinwritiqtoremovefrom
the Illinois Secmtaq of State’s records public documents Bled
manufachuingjobsasdidHitlerwiththeJewsintheprison/
concentration camps of Europe during World War II; they by VK. Durham.
(the FEDS) call it Uni-Corp.
THINK
ABOUT
ITI
THINK
ABOUT
IT!
Thesase,itse~isaslamdunk.
Allpmcedentsatlaw
are in V.K. Durham’s &vor. (1) A simple contract being a
Severalyearsago,Iwroteabouttheprivamprisonsand
uhimate mibzation of imnates for (a) labor msource fbIllEUUl- sumcertsincontractisinexistence,
(2)thecontractisa~ytkztming and indushy, (b) riot control, (c) military person- able upon demand instrument”, (3) the “payable upon denel, etc. Last evening 60 Minutes exposed the prison labor mand” was made by Specific Performance upon Illinois Power
issues (which should be asked to be rerun for all to see what Company, (4) Non Performance by Illinois Power Company
As a matter of fact several Specific Performances were made
is going on). The handwriting is on the wall...
upon Illinois Power Company, each time they defaulted.
In the realization that there was something else in the
THINK
ABOUT
IT!
woodpile, V.K. Durham sought out the Securities Exchange
In every state in this great commonwealth/republic of Annual Reports for Illinova/Illinois Power Company.
. .
(V.K. Durham had Sled a UCC-1 lien on the Contract.
-Ultiti~illtbe~CiVilCades(rmstlrsuayr
When Illinois Power Company defaulted, V.K. filed a UCCinCha@r1~ywuwillfmdp&sionstbratroldlaws(whiletlnz
9-503 default, and “taking possession of collateral without
amspimtorstdlyuutheselswsh;Nebeenrepealed).
In Illinois, for example, Illinois Civil Code, Chapter 1, judicial process”.)
Illinova/Illinois Power Company did not Notice the Se~~1103, rights, etc.; $4: “No new law shall be construed to
repeal a former law, whether such former law is expressly curities and Exchange Commission of the &fault. V.K.
repealedornot;oranyRightaccruedorclaimarisingunder
Durham also noticed, in this false report to the S.E.C., other
companies owned by Illinois Power Company which are not
suchformerlaw,orinanywayeffectanyrightaccrued.”
in the state of Illinois, some of which were in the Grand CayGurcour&albeitstateorfederal,almostintheirenmanIslands. Thenthesearchbegan.
VK.Durhambegan
tirdylefimoaEknowiedgetk~collstitutional
looking in the woodpile!
laws. Wemustaskoursehzswhy,
ElinoisCivilCodesss28
@am&&mdatthetimeof
Inthech&&ationoflaw,aaumberofusefulclas&cathemergerofIllinoisAowaPowerCompMy)ofthePublic
tion!3oflawarerea&nhl
Allycla!abuonismoreof
UtilityLaws,states: Franchisesorrightstoownoroperate
lcssarbimy~aadnoclludialtiollhasbecn~lmipublicutilitiestobegrantedortransfiionlytoBlinois
t%mllj! HMvebqtkcansHhrHos,fbrtheunitedstatessh8li
betheplimalylawIltcq@dbyouranlrts.
AlIcourtsm
corporation.
boundtouphold#pKftectanddefuultheconsHruffdnforthe
PublicUtiliti~chapter1112/3m28,IllimisCivilC!odes:
unitedstates.
"NOfranchise,lilicense,permitOfIighttOown,operate,
manageorcontrolanypublicutility,
exceptcommoncaniers
Thelawsregulatingtheandrecognitiollof
constitutiomllprovisionsarucalledconstiunionallaw.
The engaged in intemtate commerce and except telegraph,or telephone companies engaged in interstate -,
shall be
lawsproteu@citiznsagainsttheactionsofdangXnmcharher&ergrantedortransferredtoanygranteeortmnsferee
aCtCBlUEC&dcriminalhW.
other than a corpomtion duly incorporated under the laws of
Thegublic,asaunit,issaidtobeinterestedinpublic
this state.”
law. Fubliclawsarerecu~andenforced,intheoly,at
least,fortheben~ofthepublicluldnotforanyparticular
individual. For example, ifa murder is committed the state,
throughitsofficeqprosecutesandpunishesthe&minalon
thetheorythatawronghasbeendonetothestate.
Now, go to your public libraty or nearest federal library,
or even borrow from one of your friends 18 U.S.C., and look dent and his Cabinet have decided to take away the congresup policy mmtber one, policy mmber two, policy number sionalpowers regulatingintemtatecommerceonbankingand

COMMERCIAL
Co-

LAW

Law, No. 117:

pany is a Delaware corporation):
117. Bights and Liabilities of a Foreign t&rporation.
“Corporationshavenorights,assucsuch,outsideof
thejurisdictionofthepowercmatingthem.
Actupmtionorganiztd
underthelawsofonestatemaybeexch&lfromperforming
anyofitscorpomtefuactonsinanotherstate.
Statesmay
pemlit foreign corporations to exe&etheiriimcuonwithin
theirborderqiftheysodesinz
Butstatescannotbecompelled to lk?a3gnizethe axpxate rights offimign aNpora-

immunitiesofcitizensoftheseveralstateqacorporationis
notacitizenwithinthemeaningofthisprovision.
TheUnited
states-tmayemployororganize~to
carryoutitspmposes.
Suchcorporationscannotbedenied
therighttoexercisetheirfmctionsbyanystate.
Forexample,
to regulate commerce with foreign nationq among the severalstates,andwithIndiantribes.
Acorporationengagedm
~-W@=Mw4&tnrkin&railroadq
etc.)engagedinimem@tecommemecammtbeexcl~by
any state, hi the exercise ofthis function. Outside these govermnental agencies, each state has the right to exchrde a foreign corporation from exercising any of its corpora\: hmctions within their jurisdictions. The states generally provide
by statue, (Illinois Civil Codes 1112/3 ss28, which precludes
foreign corporations, Delaware or otherwise) that foreign
corpom*ions may transact business within their territory by
filing with the Secmtary of State a statement of their business, and the names of their officers. Then, by paying a certaintax,theyarepennittedtomaintainanoffi~andtransact
business within the state thus granting them the privilege.”
WHAT AEOIJT SS28. CHAPTER 111 2/3,
ILLINOIS CIVIL CODE (GRANDFAmRED)
Then, what about revenue (taxes) into the state coffers to
conduct the &airs of the people? These forbidden foreign
corporations pay little or no taxes, and the people suffer the
bden of taxation! The corporations’ holding companies
shuBleo~asdidBhnoMBhnoisPowerCompany,orsoit
seallqtothesoft~areaoftheGlaudcaymantakethemoneyo&bringitbackintaxfree.
ABOUT
BY

THOSE
PUBLIC
PAID FOR
THE TAXPAYERS?1

BONDS

“Aw,toHellwiththemxpayem!
ConBscationsofprop
ertieswilltakecareofthem!”
AsthePresidentoftheUnitedStatesmucksaroundwith
congressioaal power, taking away coqessional power unof 1972 (5 U.S.C.),
giving fhll authority to the Executive Branch Advisoty Committee They railroad any crook& tmconstitutional, repugnant act they desire and when challenged, ss6 “national securi~isimposedbythePresidentandhiscrookedlittlecabinet. While our U.S. House of Repmsentatives sit there daily,
withtheirthmbsuptheirliml.i~andtheirbrainsinlleuhal!
GrandmaHerrman-Herman

PaulJhe
Venetian:
Making
Your?30uhtions9'
Happe
# 7,

THE RAINBOW

MASTERS,
a

a

..
do

.

”
a

a

a
a

connect at any time. Please note, however, that
you will not be allowed to use this power
UNLESS and UNTIL you have earned the
” necessary level of responsibility required, else
you would truly have a mess on your hands.
This is why there is the need to have ones,
Journal who cannot seem to learn any other way, go
through these experiences that will cause them
to look within and see where they have made
1
their errors. The ones who are of God intent
shall find the Inner Strength to pull THEMSELVES through and out of their own mess.
Greetings, my scribe. It is I, Paul, the Each will tap the necessary strength in
Venetian, come to commune with you on this proportion to their own ability to confront their
wondrous day. I come in the Radiant One Light own personal responsibility for having allowed
.
of Creator God.
these conditions in thefirst place to come about
What a truly beautiful day it is! You ones and persist.
All souled beings have the same Infinite
truly reside on one of the most beautiful planets
in your sector of the universe! For you readers Potential within for expressing, but very few
out there, please know that the Sacred down there have yet to recognize the path that
Mountains in Tehachapi were blanketed with will allow them to unlock this potential. Meanthe surprise of several inches of glistening while, the evil bastards who are attempting to
snow last evening-the first of the season and destroy your planet are trying to find these
at least several weeks early. The view is truly “secrets” through all of the external sources
that they can find. All the while they do not
magnificent in reflection of God’s splendor.
I have come this day to remind you ones of realize that what they truly seek is Creator God
the beauty that surrounds you, even during the within. These ones are incapable of realizing
most adverse conditions. You are ever nearing this basic fact because they have long ignored
a time on your globe when there shall be need of their lessons and have thus allowed the inner
great effort just to survive. Please know that flame of their soul to dwindle to a point of near
God (Creator God) never abandons you and non-existence.
This is why you CANNOT force anyone to
will ALWAYS give you an indication of His
see YOUR truth. You have to earn the ability
Presence.
to
perceive Truth. That is to say, you must have
you move onward into the unfolding
segments of the mission, ALL of you will.be a desire to put your ego aside long enough to
challenged to various extremes. Many of you realize that you do not know ALL the answers.
may think that you are prepared for anything And, perhaps, if you can also put aside your
toward not allowing any belief
that can come your way. Let me tell you that prejudices
there will be many a great soul horrified to the outside what you have been brainwashed into
point of overwhelm at what they shall have to believing (even though such may be full of
witness and endure. These are the experiences contradictions), then you will have placed self
that will draw you closer to Creator, for you in a condition where you can be humble long
will need to truly search the depths of your soul enough so that new information, such as Truth,
in order to tap the currently unseen, infinite can be considered.
For you ones seeking to “make” another
potential of your being.
Please know that you do NOT have to wait hear or see, all you can do is OFFER God’s gifts
until you are to the point of overwhelm to of Truth-and that is enough! You canNOT be
connect with this Infinite Source. You could responsible for the free-will choices of another.
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Stop trying to force your reality upon another!
God is not of force, so why should you try to
make (force) another see or hear. Realize that
these ones will suck the life force right out of
you if you allow them to do so. This goes for
family members as well as other acquaintances.
Keep in mind that those things which cause you
worry are, in some way, connected with the
challenges you are down there to face.
Throughout all your experiences, please keep
the larger picture in focus: You are in a threedimensional holographic PLAY! This means
that youareanentity
who has agreed to partake
and join in a GAME! The value in doing so is
so that you can LEARN the necessary lessons in
order to become a responsible Co-Creator with
God. Each will learn at their own pace, Ifyou
or they do not get it right in this one short
expression,
then be assured that there will
always be another opportunity
in future
lifetimes, on other planets, with similar
situations. However, it would behoove you all
to make diligent effort to get it right this time so
as to be enabled to move on to greater experiences and greater opportunities for growth.
a
a

When there seems to be no way to cope,
remember that you are never given more than
you can handle. This means that there IS a
solution, if you but look. The key is that you
must desire the solution AND YOU MUST
LOOK! Call upon the Guiding Light of Creator
God and expect to find that which will help you
to create your own unique solution.
Take a large problem and break it into
smaller, basic components. This will help to
alleviate any confusion surrounding any large,
seemingly overwhelming, problem. Look at
these smaller aspects and find something that
you can take action on immediately. This action
may be as simple as writing out a list of things
that will need to get done’.
If this is a large problem, your list may be
several pages long.
Getting these mental
thoughts to paper will help you to get the
problem, that you perceive mentally, out of the
mental state and into the physical. Remember
that when you are working in the physical, your
solution will be in the physical. You can picture
your solutions in the mental but, if you never
take action to bring forth your solutions into
physical reality, then you will have, perhaps,
thrown away the “soul-ution” that would bring
forth the insights that would allow you and
others to survive nicely.
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you have a list &fnec&sary steps,
place them into a logical sequence. If you need
more information about an action, then it would
be logical to educate yourself first. This step
would need to take place first.
’ Now you should be somewhat-organized. If
your problem deals’with something like money,
then I would suggest you start saving what you
can, for the mere fact that physical actions have
iow been taken, will help you to focus your
intent and you will pull in that which you need
or desire. However, do keep in mind t&at,ifyou
think you need a new sports car, and your
Higher Self does not agree, then you will not
likely get the new sports car.

Now follow through with that which will
help you to solve your problems. You do not
need physical things to solve the challenges of
The physical, third-dimensional
the soul.
expression is for amplifying these challenges by
compressing Light (thought energy of God)
into physical matter so that you will have
opportunity to see the results of your actions,
thoughts, and intent-up close, with extremely
high detail, and with almost instant feedback
(karma) these days, in most cases.
Getting back to the earlier part of this
writing, God will always give you an indication
of His Presence, but again: YOU MUST
LOOK! Perhaps you are feeling down and a
small bird comes and lands on your windowsill.
Do you take note and make the connection that
perhaps the little guy was sent to cheer you up
and to let you know that you are not alone, or
do you ignore the gifts sent and go off and
wallow in your misery? The choice is yours.
You are your own worst enemy in this regard.
Be thankful for the time (opportunities) that
you now have. If you think that all we, of the
Hosts of God, do is spout-off about great
catastrophes and impending doom & gloom,
then you miss the larger picture-that
we are
here to help those who will listen so that they
can prepare for the dificult challenges that are
When the upcoming catastrophes
coming.
finally do hit (and they will) you will need to
remember these words and go within and draw
upon your

Inner

Light
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that is, in essence,

your

direct connection to God.
Look always for the beauty of God around
you and you will find it. Out of the ashes of this
current civilization
shall spring forth in
newness a more en-Light-ened world of peace.
Blessings to you who heed the warnings and
prepare, for you are the ones who will Light the
way for others to see. I am Paul, the Venetian,
come as the Ascended Master of the Third Ray
of Creator’s Spectral expression. Adonai.

This
is a manual for living the life
assed of God. Cuts to the core of the nature of man,
t offers gentle direction filled with compassion
yond measure. Each energy is uniquely powerful
t, together, they form a
of one. The Masters
fer insight to the planet, our purpose, God’s inlvement and will, our journey home, the Greater
sion. The messages resonate as musical chords
thin the very soul essence. The words shared
new hope and give the phrase “Trust in God”’ a
eper meaning.

Miracles

Are

the language of the bill was deliberately gerrymandered
to deliberately confuse the public at large.
DUE

Back when Russell Herrmann-Herrman-Herman
finally “fessed” up (about what had really been going
on, in the Contra Arms, Contra-this-Contra-that
mess)
with me, after I had lost my own home to one of the
Contra this-thats,
the reality of the gravity of the
situation across the nation sat down hard in our minds.
No law would or could stop the lawlessness of these
acts of stealing equities of our homes, our farms, our
businesses, our industry by mortgage, Savings & Loans,
banks and other financial institutions, using foreign
investors’ moneys (which they stressed, to prove their
own irlportance).
For the Federal Reserve had tightened money, there were no jobs, interest rates were
soaring. Our financial institutions closed the majority
of Ameri.can people out of the borrowing industry for
homes, farms, manufacturing.
Times were hard, and
the people had no place to go but to the hard money
markets just to keep going, since the Federal Reserve
was afraid Americans would work, buy homes, create
industry and manufacturing
and bring about good
economy and sound-dollar economy by producing.
Russell kept talking, but I wouldn’t believe him.
Russ kept telling me and others about the planned
overthrow of this nation. He also stated (to me and to
others), that the moneys from the failed Savings &
Loans, banks, etc., were, in part, stolen by “recall
chips” in the computers, which the financial institutions use, which “ties back in with the Federal Reserve
Banking System”. As an example: A financial institution would be audited by the feds, and be healthy
and in the black. Less than thirty (30) days later (such
as the S&Ls) they would be in the red and “belly up”.
Certificates of Deposit were lost. Two-hundred-andfifty-billion dollars in CDs to be exact.
$250,000,000,000,00 in American investor dollars
(this was given to Banking Committee Chairman
D’Amato, Kaptur, Chenoweth, etc., verified), turned
up in the European money market. Interpol begged
for U.S. Government assistance.
No assistance was
given (stopped by Lynn Schively, Ambassador to Denmark).
The agent of the U.S. Treasury (IRS), Marion
Akien/Aiken/Akiens/Aikens,
spent time as a guest
of Copenhagen, Denmark, in the “crossbar hotel” for
the laundering
of these and other Certificates of
Deposit with which he was guaranteeing loans through
Copenhagen’s Bibkin Bank, in concert with banks in
Germany, Switzerland, Japan, South Africa, England,
Ireland, Scotland, Canada’s Bank of Montreal, Chase
Manhattan,
Morgan Trust, City Bank, Citicorp,
Security Pacific, Wells Fargo, Bank of America, etc.
All the time using the $25O,OOO,OOO,OOO.OCi
in Certificates of Deposit, which belonged to the American
people.

The American people’s $250,000,000,000.00
in
Certificates of Deposit gave them nothing more than a
tax increase to pay for the failed Savings & Loans and
other financial
institutions,
which increased
to
$260,000,000,000.00
after the audit, while tax
increases soared. The FDIC did not pay off the amounts
lost. Americans who thought they were secure, went
on Welfare. Americans who had their homes paid for
borrowed hard money, only to lose their homes by
corrupt practices of the old shell game. Farms,
businesses and industries were lost by the same old
shell game. The foreign bankers, foreign investors,
foreign trusts began the landed-equity game. They took
title to our lands.
They took title to all water rights, mineral rights,
Title to our
and even our rights “duly constituted”.
President and Executive Branch of U.S. Government was taken, treaties were made under the
of 1972. Side deals were cut,
payoffs made-by any foreign entity who wanted to
buy-in on America.
The United States of America became, under the
a highly saleable
commodity. Our presidents have sold us out under the
Our U.S. House of
Representatives is not too concerned for, in the event
they were, they would repeal the
and deprive the use of the sanctuary of
ss6 (section 6), whereas the president, at his discretion can deem anything a national security
and
both houses have to back off from any pending investigation. Of course, at this time, We, the People must
take a long careful look at the 104th Congress’ contract on America, and their actions during the 104th
session. We must look at the unconstitutional
acts
passed by this 104th Congress and make a determination if the contract was m or with America and Americans.
LET’S
GO BACK
TO THE
EOUITIES
From 1972 (since the
our state laws have steadily eroded. The old
law books were cast out, the Bar Association published
new law books. The Bar Association drafted and encouraged passage of new laws to allegedly replace our
old tried-and-true laws, which made this nation great.
A reversal of Constitutional, duly constituted rights
occurred. The people no longer were allowed to vote
on their desired laws.
Something else occured at the hands of the Bar
Association.
If the people’s vote was required on
issues of rights and taxation, a yes vote meant no, and
a no vote :me.ant.yes, due to deliberate confusion of the
verbage of the issues presented for vote. In other words,

TO

THE

Our presidents have cut side deals with foreign
banks, investors, financial institutions, etc., overriding state laws and allowing foreign bank corporations
to buy state incorporated banks and other financial institutions through holding corporations.
These holding corporations are buying up every state-incorporated
bank and chartered bank they can get their hands on,
across this nation; including water companies, our gas
and electric companies (publicly owned).
These foreign trusts, foreign banks and foreign
investment groups have silently taken over this nation
through holding corporations, assisted by the
and side deals cut by the
presidents of the United States, since 1972.
One has to wonder what Clinton sold out on, when
he cut his deal with China, Indonesia, Israel, Mexico,
Russia, England and the NATO nations. Mr. Clinton
and his resigning staff sorely beg investigation by the
U.S. Senate Crime Oversight Committee but only after
Congress repeals the
precluding the president and his minions from hiding
‘behind section 6 (ss~), and declaring National Security.
WHERE.
IS THE
UN-AMERICAN

OH WHERE,
“HOUSE
OF
ACTIVITIES”?

!

Since 1972’s
approximately 10 million farmers have lost their farms,
large and small. Large holding corporations, all foreign-owned, in the form of syndicates, took over these
farms (our equity in America).
Since 1972, holding corporations have taken 2050 million America homes. Putting home owners (a)
on the streets, and (b) on Welfare (our equity in
America).
Since 1972, our industry and manufacturing bases
have been lost to holding corporations, Americans’
equity base in this nation.
Since 1972, our state-incorporated banks have become all but nonexistent, for they have been taken over
by holding corporations of state-incorporated banks,
which have been in turn purchased by foreign holding
These foreign corporations and addicorporations.
tional holding corporations, who slip under the state
laws by purchasing the state-incorporated banks, putting the state banks under the holding corporations,
then commence buying up other state-incorporated
banks under the larger banks, which originally enjoyed
the state incorporations.* (&e you confused yet? Well,
think of the old shell game, or the “Hughes umbrella”.)
This is in violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act,
the Clayton Act, ss8 (section 8). Backed by Contra
deals moneys.
REPEAL

THE

REINSTATE
THE “HOUSE
OF
UN-AMERICAN
ACTIVITIES”
Now you know why the old Contract/Certificate sits
and waits. She is the only chance this nation has of
recovering from these unconstitutional sets of acts, and
which can restore this nation once the corruption is
purged. Only then can the American people restore
this nation. Only then can our Treasury become goldbacked.

Senate, 10;26-96.a
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED 38. THE DARK CHARADE
THE
Journds
AND HAVE BEEN 39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. I
WRITTEN
TO ASSIST
MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONG-STANDING
DECEPTIONS
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. II
AND OTHER
MATTERS
CRITICAL
TO HIS
SURVIVAL
AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. 41* THE DESTRUCT1oN
OF A
PLANET-ZIONISM
RACISM
ARE
4
ARE S5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE
ARE 42’ IJNHoLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
S5.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.)
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
* These marked
out of stock until
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
further notice.
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
3. SPACE-GATE,
THE VEIL REMOVED
51. TANGLED WEBS V0L.W
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
*+6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000
DIVINE PLAN VOL.11
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO
*12. CRUCIFIXION
OF THE PHOENIX
THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM*13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET
*14. RRPP-RAPE,
RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND
BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENM
‘+15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
61. PUPPY-DOG
TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
“16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
*17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
*18. BLOOD AND ASHES
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
*19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
66. ULTIMATE
PSYCHOPOLITICS
*20. THE
CONNECTION
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
2 I- CREATION, TEE SACRED UNIVERSE
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
“22.
PLEIADES CONNECTIONVOL I
69. TATTERED PAGES
“23. BURNT OFFERINGS
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
*24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
7 1. COALESCENCE
“25. THE BITTER COMMUNION
72. CANDLELIGHT
*26. COUNTERFEIT
BLESSINGS THE
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS
VOL.1
ANTI-CHRIST
BY ANY NAME:
KHAZARS
27. PHOENIX 0PERATOR;OWNER
MANUAL 74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE
UNFOLDED VOL. II
*28. OPERATION
SHANSTORM
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III
*29. END OF THE MASQUERADE
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76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.

SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
PLAYERS IN THE GAME
IRON TRAPAROUNDAMERICA
MARCHING TO ZOG
TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
RUSSIAN ROULETTE
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